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ABSTRACT 

This thesis analyzes a group of mainstream films produced during the Spanish 

transition dealing with homosexuality as a main therne. The films are: Hidden Pleaszrres 

(Los pimeres oniltos, Eloy de la Iglesia, 1976), Sm Change (Cambio de sexo, Vicente 

Aranda, 1977), The Transsenial (El transerual, José Jara, 1977), To an Unknorvn God (A 

fin dios clesconocicio, Jaime Chavmï, 1977), Ocaiïa, Intermittent Portrait (Ocana, retrato 

i~lternritente, Ventura Pons, 1975) and The Deprig (El diputado, Eloy de la Iglesia, 1978). 

Each film is analyzed in light of the theoretical, political and cultural issues that arise in 

the films themselves and in the reactions to thern, to uncover how the representation of 

gay identities is intricately intemvined with Spanish nationality. The main characters in 

the films represent homosexual identities to create and deconstruct cultural codes in 

relation to already established discounes of Spanish national identity and nationhood. 

The author bnngs into the analysis his personal experience to offer a specific example of 

how the struggle expressed by the characters in the films echoed the development of 

Spanish gay identity, both on a private and public level. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Political science studies define a transition to democracy as "an evolutionary period of 

refonn coupled with re,@me change" (Bonine-Blanc 1987, 5 )  if the starting point is an 

authoritarian regime and the end-point is a democratic regime. Andrea Bonine-Blanc 

( 1 987) observes that the pluralization and mobilization of society, the liberalization of 

socio-economic politics, the constitutionalization of political activity, and the 

democratization of bureaucracy are some of the developments contained within such a 

period of refom (5-1 5). The transition to democracy in Spain has been of considerable 

importance for political scientists who have analyzed the politics of the transition in 

terms of strategies of refom "frorn above," initiated by the ruling classes, and strategies 

of pressure "fiorn below", by the lower classes (Maravall 1952, 5) .  As Stanley Payne 

( 1985) notes, 

The democratization of Spain that has occuned since 1976 constitutes 

a political transformation without any clear paralle1 or analogy 

in hventieth-century systerns, for an established institutionalized 

authontanan system-no mere ad hoc Caribbean rnilitary dictatorship- 

has bcen totally nansfomed fiom the inside out by means of the 

personnel, institutions, and mechanisms of the regme itself, led by the 

head of state (75). 



After Franco's death in 1975, Spain not only transformed itself from dictatonhip to 

dernocracy, it did it through a markedly process of reform and a strategy of consensus. 

The process of reform began almost one year after Franco's death with the passing of the 

Law for Political Refom. A penod of consensus was reinforced with the fint democratic 

elections in June 1977 and culminated with the ratification of the 1978 Constitution 

defined by Carr and Fusi (1979) as "the f k t  constitution in Spanish history that is neither 

the unilateral imposition of a particular party nor the expression of a single ideology" 

(244). Even though some historians consider that Spanish transition acnially ended with 

the election of the Socialist govemment in 1982, for the purposes of this thesis 1 define 

transition as the first three years of the process when the period of consensus was the core 

of Spanish society. 

A transition period always supposes a destabilization and a refusal of established 

identities, considered as non operative due to their association with the past, and the 

construction of new ones capable to represent the future. Laura Desfor (1998) notes that 

dunng the transition new symbols emerged and penetrated Spanish society. Syrnbols are 

multi-vocal; they are drawn from many domains of social experience and ethical 

evaluation forming an open series of cultural codes. For individuals, certain symbols c m  

be shared across different social goups and at the sarne time be interwoven in other lcss 

consensual representations allowing for rational action and individual agency while 

creating and maintainhg cultural patterns that are popularly intelligible and widely 

accessible. Desfor observes how the new symbols represented the process of transition: a 

neiv beginning symbolized separahon from the oId Francoist era and the setting out of a 

new course for the funire; national reconciliation and convivencia (living together with 



others) represented the homogeneity and comrnunality needed in the new state; and 

democracy represented reaggregation to the new democratic social state (41-62). The 

emergence of these new symbols provided Spanish society with the ground mles of the 

politics of consensus for al1 individuals in order to overcome the past and this included 

the recognition and acceptance of the existence of a gay community. 

Cinerna is a particularly important medium to analyze the core symbols present in 

any society. Cinema is both a major instrument for the dissemination of cultural patterns 

and 3 major instrument for the construction of meaning. Reflecting and reworking 

institutional parameters, cinema generates a processing Function in audiences that is 

especially significant in times of social change. In fast changing situations, cinema 

becornes a site where people establish, define and interpret social identities. In the case of 

the Spanish transition, this processing function of cinema was particularly remarkable. 

During the transition, "veterans, young and new [filmmakers tried] to make 'their' film. 

Using docurnentary or fiction, comedy or drarna, they were going to approach any kind of 

problematic, theme, and opinion as it was never done before in Spanish cinema" (Equipo 

"Cartelen Tuna" 1953, 240, my translation).' These films are important not so much for 

the success or failure of their interpretations and in the box office, but because they 

reflect the specificities of the period and enable the cornparison of specific and 

generalized symbols and meanings. The films employ the new core symbols that emerged 

dunng the transition in differeot ways and situations, but nevertheless with a transcendent 

strand of shared meaning which reflected the ground rules of the politics of consensus. 

This thesis analpes a goup of mainstream films produced during the transition 

dealing with homosexuality as a main theme. The films are: Hidden Pleasures (Los 



placeres ocultos, Eloy de la Iglesia, 1976), Sex Change (Cambio de sero, Vicente 

Aranda, 1977), The TranssexuaZ (El transexual, José Jara, 1977), To un Unknown God ( A  

rin dios desconocido, Jaime Chavmi, 1977), Ocana, Intermittent Portrait (Ocana, retrato 

intermitente, Vennira Pons, 1978) and nie Depus, (El diprrtado, Eloy de la Iglesia 1978). 

Paying attention to how the characters are constructed to represent the old 

institutionalized identities and the new ernergent democratic ones in relation to theù 

attitudes regarding social transformation, I examine the emergence in the public discourse 

of new forms of sexuality which allowed a gay reality to become visible and to be 

represented in film. permitting audiences to construct their new social identity taking into 

consideration a reality which had been constantly altered by the old authoritarian system. 

Looking at these films in tems of how they represent a set of identities in relation to 

already establis hed discounes o P national identity and nationhood, 1 analyze each film in 

light of the theoretical, political and cultural issues that arise in the films themselves and 

in the reactions to t h m ,  to uncover how the representation of gay identities is intricately 

intertwined with Spanish nationality. Thus, in my analysis, the politics of these films are 

important for what they say as well as for how they address their viewers in regard to 

their sexuality. 

My analysis of these films does not attempt to be a complete analysis of a very 

cornplex period of Spanish history. This is not only because of space constraints but 

because of the impossibility of undertaking a full analysis of the circumstances which 

surrounded and intersected in that moment of history. 1 use these films as a specific 

example of how the transition period affected Spanish society, because as Richard Dyer 

(1991) wrote, "films are part of the politics, not only presenting political content but also 



placing the viewer in relation to the processes of change the politics advocates" (212). 

Thus, as I mentioned above, the politics of these films are important not o d y  for what 

they Say but also for how they address the viewer. 1 examine who theu implied audiences 

are, how they want them to react and their place in the political process. My analysis 

follows what Andrew Higson (1989) regards as an inward looking approach to national 

cinema. Higson considen that we must define, and by extension study, national cinema 

"in terrns of its relationship to an already existing national political, economic and 

cultural identity (in so far as a single coherent identity can be established) and set of 

traditions" (42). Hence, I look at these films in ternis of how they represent a set of 

identities in relation to ones already established by discourses of Spanish national identity 

and Spanishness. 

The process of constnicting a Spanish gay history as one of the multiple 

perspectives of historiography, without even inchding the representation of lesbianism, is 

not without difficulties. In fact, it can present more problems than other approaches due 

to the scarcity of' matenal available for investigation and research. There are few sources 

which record the specificihes of a gay culture, or gay movement, aside from the 

documents issued by some of the gay political associations, which began their activities 

during the transition, and a few articles which deal with homosexuality in a very oblique 

way. This difficulty is enhanced by the almost total absence of any analysis, both 

scholvly and other, attempting to recuperate a Spanish gay past. Two totally different 

authors, Juan Vicente Aiiaga (1997) and Paul Iulian Smith (1992), mention the almost 

non-existent social history of homosexuality in Spain. Aliaga cornments that recently 

there have been some tentative attempts to create platforms to promote queer studies in 



the universities and a small number of books trying to cany out senous studies of 

homosexual culture in Spain (60). Sometimes I wonder if Spanish scholars are obsessed 

only with the recuperation of a historicd past in its mainstream visible side, the 

heterosexual one, forgetting or denying the existence of the presence of an homosexual 

reality. This problem is clearly noticeable in J.M. Caparros's El cine Espaiïol de la 

deniocracia (1992). The first section of the book provides a general account of the 

Spanish film industry &orn 1975 to 1989. The remaining three chapters are divided into 

historical penods-the transition, the constitutional and the socialist-and each includes 

a bRef filmography at the end. Each chapter is divided into sections dealing with a 

concrete film genre where Capanos offers a brief anaiysis of the film production and a 

more detailed analysis of a specific film. The book has many deficiencies. Not only is 

Caparros's analysis of the films selected superficial -they read more like newspaper 

reviews than scholarly studies-but his mainstrearn conservative attitude brings him to 

criticize any aspect of the films that deals with difficult aesthetic options and with open 

representations of sexuality. In relation to the latter, there is not a single mention of 

homosexual issues and only six films dealing with homosexuality are noted in the 

filmographies. Even Pedro Almodovar's mention is oniy in relation to Nomen on the 

Verge of a Nervous Breakdown (1987). Despite a more scholarly approach, the edited 

compilation Cirre Espatol 1896-1983 (1983) offers similar problems in its recognition of 

a homosexual reality. Divided by decades in essays which range between ten and hrty 

pages in length, the different authoa' intentions to offer an extensive account of the film 

production during the penod anaiyzed becorne a mere sumrnary of facts and f ihs  and 

homosexuality a single signifier in relation to a few of the films mentioned. In Historia 



del cine EspaCol (1995), Romfin Gubern and five other authon offer an impressive 

recollection of historical, socio-political, economical and industrial data on Spanish 

cinema from its ongins to 1992. Yet, documenting such an enormous amount of 

information in 450 pages results in a mere enumeration of facts without any in-depth 

analysis. Despite offering information, not only on mainstrearn cinema but also on 

independent and marginal works, the existence of homosexual themes is relegated to a 

couple of footnote observations. 

It is interesting to note that the most important studies on Spanish cinenia come 

fiom scholars in foreign countries, mainly Britain and the United States. In Behind the 

Spanisli Lens (1985), Peter Besas @es the history of Spanish cinema fiom its begiming 

to 1985. He depicts the social situation and production history of major Spanish films, 

providing a detailed, and fiequently personal, account of the Spanish society and even 

offers predictions for the future. In Out of the Part: Cinema Afier Franco (1986), John 

Hopewell describes the effect of Spanish history on Spanish filmmûking and the new 

directions that Spanish cinema has t l e n  since 1975, arguing that due to the fragmenting 

effects of Francoist repression, Spanish filmmakers lack a sense of identity. In Spanish 

Film Directors. 1950-1985 (1986), Ronald Schwartz offen bnef histories of 11 Spanish 

directors analyzing them as auteurs, focusing on their individual penonalities, and 

including sumaries of their films. Despite the importance of these works in celebrating 

Spanish cinema, they al1 share a similar tendency to simpliQ and overgeneralize the 

themes analyzed. A more detailed analysis of many films is rendered by Marsha Kinder 

in Biood Cinemu (1993). Kinder provides an uneven mixture of historical and econornic 

survey with auteur study to explore and problematize the concept of national cinema. She 



discusses political and cultural issues to investigate transculniral reinscriptions, the 

representation of violence in the Spanish Oedipal narrative, the challenge of exile to 

national unity and the tensions between regionalism and nahonality. However, in ail these 

books the transition is usually mentioned as a reference point and analyzed in a paragaph 

or a bnef chapter dealing mainly with issues related to the sequels of Francoism, and 

homose.uuaIity is briefly noted in some of the films discussed but never fully examined. 

The only work that examines hornosexuality is Paul Julian Smith's Laws of Desire 

( 1992). In the second half of the book, Smith performs a close textual malysis of some 

films by Eloy de la Iglesia and Pedro Ahnodovar and pursues the question of how gay 

and lesbian cultures are intricately woven with Spanish nationality. 

Thrre are very few studies available, that 1 am aware of, regarding queer films 

and queer readings of mainstream films in Spain during the dictatorship. Although 

he has not written any essay exclusively dedicated to Spain, Richard Dyer's work (1977, 

1991, 1992) in relation to European and more specific British culture is perfectly 

applicable to Spanish cinema. Perhaps the only work which c m  be compared, although 

the approach is merely personal, are some articles published in newspapen and 

magazines by Spanish gay writer Terenci Moix about his mythomania for some stars. 

This thesis attempts to be a f i t ,  although small, step towards filling this gap. I think that 

this work c m  be important because 1 offer a specific knowledge of a type of film which 

remains outside of the canonized body of Spanish work recognized and studied 

intemationaily. Hopefùlly, it will contribute to the developmrnt of queer readings in 

Spanish Film Studies which has been recently undertaken by some scholars. Aithough in 

this thesis 1 only deal with six films and they are al1 specifically gay, my future 



professional objectives are to extend this persona1 approach to queer analysis towards 

other mainstream films-straight, gay and lesbian-realized during the transition and 

other penods of Spanish history. 

My decision to analyze the gay films produced in Spain during the transition 

years became problematic when trying to decide which theoretical approach to take. In 

dealing with specific gay issues, my options moved between gay criticism and queer 

theory. 1s there a clear distinction benveen both to make a choice? 1 consider that the 

answer is no. There is no cntical agreement on the definitions of both theones. Both 

theones present a great variety of theoretical and critical approaches including 

strucniralism, psyc hoanalysis, auteurism, genre, ideological criticism and o thers. 

Gay criticism began in the late 1970s with the sociological examination of the 

ways in which homosexuals had been and were being represented on the screen and 

shiRrd towards a reassessment of established theoretical frameworks fiorn a gay 

perspective to deal with issues of ideology and sexual politics. Thus, authonhip was 

reintroduced in relation to homosexuality as a political tool to reconstruct "the 

contradictory history of homosexual identity in a heterosexual culture" (Smelik 1998, 

135). Rereadings of Hollywood cinema raised the issue of gay spectatorship usin; 

feminist studies and psychoanalysis to focus on the organization of the look, the male 

gaze and the female spectacle; and representations of masculinity brought up issues of the 

eroticisation of the male body, homosexual desue and camp as an oppositional reading of 

the male spectacle and of popular culture. Currently, Gay criticism seems to relate more 

to the specificity of gay representation in films as afnnnation of gay identity. Thus, the 

debate centers mostly around essentialist and constnictionist theories. Essentialist identity 



theones understand hornosexual identity as a homogeneous and shared essence, ignoring 

di fferences within and between sexual identities. Presenting homosexuality as a uni fied 

category was usefûl for the orpization and politics of gay activism in its beghings to 

present and consolidate a visible identity. From a cons~ctionist  point of view, sexuality 

is not an unchanging identity but a constmct of culture. Following Foucault's discourse 

and psychoanalysis, especially Lacan, homosexuality is understood as a product of social 

forces identi Qing how dominant culture has shaped, de fined and regulated it throughout 

history. Nonetheless, present post-structuralist theones have opened up questions of 

identity and difference within gays and lesbians accounting for ciifferences of class and 

ethniciiy and the ways in which al1 these social categories intenect. 

Due to its recentness, Queer theory is still under discussion. The jenenl 

agreement on its objective seems to be the non-normative expressions of sexuality and 

gendrr in representation and reception, yet the ways in which they are articulated vruy 

depending on the approach. The tenn qrreer began being heralded as classi@ing a new 

independent film movernent which appeared in the early 1990s. What films like Poison 

(Todd Haynes, L991), My Oivn Private Idaho (Gus Van Sant, 1991), Ihe Living End 

(Gregg Araki, 1992) and Swoon (Tom Kalin, 19%) have in comrnon is how they directly 

address gay audiences presenting sexually explicit images and they are unconcemed with 

positive images or with being politically correct.' Queer theory began being developed by 

the critical work around these films and the work of cultural critics Like Judith Butler, Eve 

Kosofsky Sedgwick, Michael Warner and Diana Fuss amongst othen. They use qtreer to 

descnbe how the combination of more than one socially estab lished non-heterosexual or 

gender position in a personality, a text or a spectator articulates a range of queer-non- 



normative straight-positions, readings and pleasures of popular culture. Al1 established 

theoretical and critical areas are being revised, and sometimes rejected, by queer theorists 

seeking ultimately "to examine, challenge, and confuse sexual and gender categories" 

(Doty 1998, 150). 

This work can belong to the category of Gay cnticism because 1 read the films 

chosen as putting emphasis on the affirmation of gay identity. Accordhg to Anneke 

Srnelik (199S), "strategies of consciousness-raising and coming out helped [gays and 

lrsbians] to stimulate persona1 awareness and political action. Film was an excellent 

medium to Iend visibility to [them]" (144). ïhese strategies help to expose how the 

representation of gays in Spanish films during Francoism created archetypes rather than 

subjects. These archetypes provided for comic notes in the narrative having presented the 

homosexual condition as a pure artifice to accomplish and reaffirm the heterosexual 

nom. Yet, this work c m  be categorized as Queer theory because I read the films selected 

as embracing gays and projecting homosexuality out of the confines of rninority 

discourse paralleling the strategical politics of these films with the transition process, or 

as Thomas Waugh (1993) mentions: "considering sexuality and nationality as 

overlappinj matrices of culture, politics and identity" (146). I define qiieer as an 

alternative mode1 in the constitution of subjectivity and social identity. What queer 

sigals  is a change which displaces the traditional notions of the Self as unique, abidinp 

and continuous, while substituting it with a concept of the Self as performative, 

improvisational and discontinuous through a process constituted b y repetitive and 

stylized acts. In reading the films retroactively, fkom the present to the past, 1 am focusing 

on how identities were constructed in order to represent certain meanings and values 



which were changing in Spanish society and how the reception articulated different 

spaces within and outside the normative heterosexud understandings of gender. 

Therefore, if my work must be categorized, I feel more inclined to classify it as Queer 

theory. As Alexander Doty (1998) notes "given the existing range of understandings, uses 

and approaches to queemess in film and popular culture theory and criticism, it is not 

possible to establish one 'politics' of queemess" (15 1). 1 deai with films that constnict 

gay identities by doing queer readings of those constructions according to some of the 

idrological, institutional and social factors which were occurring at that moment of 

history. 

History always proceeds from and in relation to the present. A written history 

cannot extricate itself fkom the historical processes analyzed. The past is not a mere list of 

rlements to be recovered. hquiry is centered on the elements that have been formed by 

the same factors that have framed the undentanding of the past. So, the historian c m o t  

become a distuiced subject in order to recuperate the past because the historian's 

situation in the present is largely the result of the historical tradition they are inquiring 

into and its continuity into the present. The recognition of a connectedness within a 

culture and its traditions is what makes the undentanding of the past possible. This 

understanding allows the historian to discem what is significant about works Eom the 

past to the present: which questions are asked, which elements into which to inquire and 

which elements are identified as significant or marginal. Thus, there is no extemal 

rnechanism to rnap the complexity of the p s t .  The historian is the mapping mechanimi, 

as Henri Manou (1966) wrote: "Histoire and hisïoire. . . . the capital letter indicates the 

real past that was lived by men of Eresh and blood. The small letter signifies the lowly 



representation which the historian's labor seeks to recompose" (40). Histones are 

multiple. They continuaily intersect, intercomect with, and effect one another. This 

multiplicity acknowledges that different perspectives are part of what it is to be historical 

because as historical beings, we are history. 

Following this understanding, this thesis responds to my penonal feeling of the 

necessity of applying some of rny expenences into my work as a film scholar. From the 

begiming of my studies, I realized the impossibility of trying to be objective in my 

malysis of films. My personality, my sexuality, my film taste and many other persona1 

factors would appear in some way or another despite my efforts to study a work in the 

rnost detached way. I recognized that, as a historical being, 1 was applying parts of my 

persona1 history to my understanding of those works. Folloiving my interrst in Gay 

Spanish cinema, 1 decided that the only possible way to hlly realize this project of 

historical inquiry would be by recognizing and incorporating my penonal background 

into the investigation process. Simply the recognition of my comectednrss into the 

Spanish culture and of my sexual preferences would allow me to undertake a concrete 

analysis of the transition years, thus being conscious of my disceming process in the 

selection of the elements I would use or discard. 

Considering that a politico-historical transition is neither a predetermined nor a 

linear structural process, this thesis is divided into four chapten that do not follow a 

chronological order. Each chapter focuses on îwo films, analyzing how their discourses 

create and deconsmict cultural codes to represent one of the ernerging core symbols of 

the S panish transition. Chap ter 1, "The Transition Years", provides a historical backdrop 

to the Spanish transition. 1 trace a brief historical account of the Francoist period and how 



its specific charactenstics shaped the special idiosyncrasy that concurred during the 

transition. Afer a brief description of censonhip, 1 descnbe how it shaped the film 

industry and the types of films produced. The chapter ends with an exphnation of the 

understanding of homosexuality in Spanish society and how gay vindications durhg the 

transition are reflected in the films discussed. 

Chapter 2, "A New Beginning: Revisiting the Past", examines To an Unknown 

God and Ocaria, Inlerrnittent Portrait. This chapter analyzes how these films deal with 

the past and present democracy as the only effective alternative for Spanish society. Their 

characters portray the effects that Francoism had in the gay cornrnunity and open the door 

for the possibilities offered by a democratic society. 

Chapter 3, "Convivencia: Transforming the Present", examines Sex Change and 

The Trcrnsse.ma1. In these films transsexualisrn c m  be read as a metaphor for the process 

of moving towards a democratic society where former stable identities are shattered. 

halyzing the rnelodramatic narrative and following Max-jone Garber's discourse (1992) 

of the transsexual as a categoty crzsis, the filrns cnticize the notion of essentialism 

established by Francoist society, presenting how identities are socially constructed and 

how they are a democratic right of the individual. 

Chapter 4, "Vindicating Democracy: Melodrama as Pamphlet", examines Hidden 

PZeaswes and The Depuy. This chapter contains a stronger auteur approach due to the 

fact that both filrns were scripted and directed by Eloy de la Iglesia. In these films 

homosexuality is presented in an open and politicized manner. The filmmaker applies the 

generic narrative of a pamphlet to confiont the audience with a direct vindictive claim 

about the situation of gays in society. Melodrama is used as a cornmon gound for the 



viewer to understand the characters, but de la Iglesia subverts the gender of the main 

characten transforming them into gays and leaves an open ending which forces viewen 

to question their ideology. 

Due to the fact that most of the films are unknown to English audiences, 1 include 

lengthy descriptions to help the reader visualize the scene analyzed. In each chapter I 

discuss the films in terms of gay cnticism and queer theory and in tum 1 bring into the 

analysis my personal experience as a teenager growing up during the transition years. Ln 

other words, 1 read the films in relation to Spanish society but also as how 1 perceived 

them as member of that society. Together, the chapters trace the uneven path, though 

nevcr complete, of the development of Spanish gay identity both on a public, socio- 

cultural level and on a private, persona1 Level. 



THE TRANSITION YEARS 

Franco's dictatorship can be divided into three distinct periods: the fint one, roughly 

from 1939 to 195 1, including military repression and economic autarchy that through an 

unparalleled privilege given to the Catholic Church and to the nationalist Catholic 

ideology was dominated by fascist policy; the second period, from 1951 to 1959, where 

neo-capitalism replaced the isolationist and outmoded mode1 of fascism; and a third 

period, from 1959 to 1975, characterized by an unprecedented economic growth, intemal 

social, political. and religious liberalization, but also a renewed repression by the regime 

(Drsfor 1998, 5-6). Afier Franco's death in November 1975, following the dictator's 

instnictions, Don Juan Carlos de Borbon was crowned king. Well aware of the disparities 

between Francoist Spain and the West European mainstrearn, the King skilfùlly began to 

transform the country. He appointed Adolfo Suarez, a former functionary of Franco's 

political movement, as president of the government in July of 1976. Suirez fostered the 

integration of a multitude of small political parties which had emerged in Spain into the 

Union of Democratic Center (UCD). The re formist initiatives of Suarez's govenunent 

and his policy of pact-making with the Socialist and Communist parties, with operative 

structures which had been functioning in exile during the dictatorship, allowed for a 

successful politicai pmcess towards the democratization of the country. The pressures 

exerted by the political parties and by the population facilitated the legalization 

of left-winj political parties and worken' unions. Suirez's victory in Spain's 

first dernocratic elections in 1977 and the ratification of the 1978 Constitution by a vast 



majority were the fulfiliment of the reform program initiated by him and the king. The 

Socialist Party's victory, under Felipe Gomalez, in the 1982 election was considered as 

the consolidation of the democratic process. 

Nonetheless, the political changes in Spain must also be considered in relation to 

the role of the monarchy, the evolution of the Catholic Church, and the support of Europe 

3 
and the United States. The conditions that the first country-membes of the European 

Community irnposed on countries which wanted to enter the coalition were quite 

intlucntial in determining some of the political and economic measures undertaken 

durinj the first years of democratic rule and through the first penod of the Socialist 

4 
mandate until Spain's full membership in the Community in June of 1985. To 

comprehend the achievement of a peaceful, negotiated transition from Spain's 

dictatorship to democracy, we must understand that the process of socio-political, 

economic and culturai changes did not begin with Franco's death in 1973, but slowly 

deveioped over the fony yean of dictatonhip. As Elias Diaz (1 995) notes: 

[the] story of econornic and social transformation in the 1960s and of the 

ensuing social conflict between the dictatorship and the new, demanding, 

upwardly mobile technical and professional middle classes on the one 

hand, and the labour and student movements on the other, plus the 

intellectuaYcultural task of r e c o v e ~ g  a liberal tradition cmshed with 

Republican defeat in 1939, is, in effect, the story of the long-term 

gestation of Spain's democratic transition (284). 



DICTATORSHIP AND SOCIETY 

According to Raymond C m  (1982) much of the twentieth century Spanish history "is 

explained by the tensions caused by the imposition of 'advanced' liberal institutions on 

an economically and socially 'backward' and conservative society"(l09). The process of 

industrialization and modemization of the country which began in the 1950s forever 

changed the social structures. In 1955, Spain became a member of the United Nations. 

This brought the sense, more or less expressed by the govemment, that liberaiization was 

necessary in order to rank the country as equal with the rest of the European 

5 
dt.mocracirs. Government changes favouring economic liberalization were advocated by 

the Opus-Dei, a strong politico-religious oganization characterized by its strong 

conscrvatism. A timid cultural libenlization started by the Ministry of Education was 

heralded from within universities, which became the centres of a libenl and pluralist 

opposition culture, but was stopped after the student rebellion at Madrid University in 

6 
February 1956. In total control of the govemment in 1969, the Opus-Dei technocnts 

opened the country up to foreign investment, froze wages and lirnited credit. Their 

policies forced Spain into greater reliance on export earnings, yet also ended any fom of 

political or cultml liberalization. 

Undeniable as it was, the economic growth of the country during the 1960s was 

undermined by its own consequences. As Diaz (1995) explains, "the structural weakness 

of the Spanish economy, the high social cost of the boom, disproportionately paid for by 

the poorest, and the lack of keedom (except for capital), senously impaired the quality of 

Me" (286). Massive migration from the countryside, mostly from the south, was 

mimpeted as a sign of prosperity and development. Yet, this m a s  immigation re-shaped 



the physiognomy of cities like Madrid and Barcelona, which became centers of real estate 

speculation and low-cost houshg development through large dormitory suburbs for the 

7 
new arrivais. Bo rja de Riquer i Permanyer (1995) notes how the social transformation 

was quantitative as well as qualitative thus changing the social class configuration. A new 

urban bourgeoisie arose linked to the service sector-especially construction and 

tourism-new banking interests and foreign capital. Likewise, the old middle classes 

evolved into a new urban middle class made up of technicians and professionals with 

university qualifications who took over the administration of the financial and service 

scctors. The new working class was composed of young people, mainly from rural 

origins, with little or no professional skills working in the service sector or in the new 

industries and living in the new suburbs (264-5). 

Despite the relative liberalization of the country "as tourists flocked to Spain and 

economic migrants and students left for northem Europe and Arnenca" (Diaz 1995, 288). 

the core of Francoist policies were cultural and intellectual isolation which created a mass 

culture quite different from most other European countries. As Riquer (1995) points out: 

the process of cultural massification was extremely rapid, highly 

superficial, and nfe with contradictions caused by the country's peculiar 

political situation and by the substantial cultural shortfalls which existed. 

The spearhead of the phenornenon was television, popular music, and 

film. Spain passed rapidly fiom high levels of hnctional illiteracy to TV 

saturation without passing through intermediate States of cultural 



development. This contributed to Iow levels of book and newspaper 

reading, still noticeable today (265). 

Nonetheless, as Victor Alba (1978) notes, "the isolation, imposed by the censonhip and 

lack of participation in power, the feu of the police and the need to swive,  instead of 

altering the structure of the Spaniard's character, has clothed it in new flesh" (286). The 

soRening of the Cold War and the huse influence of the mass media-despite the 

prosecution and silencing of any expressions hostile to the regime-began to create a 

greater public awareness particularly in the younger generation which had not lived 

through the civil war. The economic, social, and cultural changes aroused arnong this age 

group an increasingly critical attitude towards traditional values clothed in modernity. A 

greater awareness emerged during the last years o f  the dictatonhip, allowing for a 

process of popular political education. Consequently, the softeninj and ulteriot 

disappearance of the censorship was followed by an expansion of political culture dunng 

the transition. As Diaz (1995) wrires: 

as the population had greater access to more information, they participated 

in discussions previously the preserve of minorities. There was a flood of 

enthusiasm for knowing and discussing a wide variet. of political issues 

which was bound to lose momentum. This is the source of the ofien 

misrepresented desencanto (political disillusioment/disappointrnent) of 

S paniards after the transition (28). 



in order to understand this flood of enthusiasm during the transition years it is necessary 

to understand the role that censorship played during the dictatorship, and how both 

consciously and unconsciously it had shaped public awareness through the mass media, 

especially cinema. 

CENSORSHIP AND THE CiNEhIA 

Romin Gubem (1975) notes how censonhip was officially created in 191 3 to spread the 

oftïcial culture and dominate the rhetonc of the regme in control (10). At the begiming 

of the Civil War, The Supreme Board of Film Censorship was created by the nationalists 

as a tool to "dignify and rehabilitate" (Sala and Alvarez 1953, 57) al1 the materiais which 

were k i n g  confiscated in the occupied territones. Its self-proclaimed aim was "the 

necessity of a political and moral education for Spaniards" (Gubem 1975, 26). Yet, a 

board that began as a wartime directive continued during the fony years of the 

dictatorship. Making cnticism impossible, censorship operated both to control political 

opinion and to defend Catholic morality. Especially in the early days of the dictatonhip, 

any attack on Catholic mords or suggestion of eroticism nsked suppression. This strict 

crnsorship affected Spanish cinema, fiom production to distribution and exhibition. In a 

country where the cinema was extremely popular-in 1947 there were over 3,000 

S 
cinemas with an average seating capacity of 500 -the govemment was fully conscious 

of both the potential influence and dangers of film. The govemment used the fih 

industry, desperately in need of government subsidies, for its propaganda purposes. The 

taste of the public did not matter, oniy the prescriptions of the government. Producers and 



directors were willing to comply with the official preference for patriotic and religious 

films. Thus, until the 1960s the dominant genres were the historical epics, folkloric films, 

religious films, and child star vehicles which created what Diego Gaiin (1983) 

charactenzes as a "mixture of genres and characten [which] made the pnests 

Andalousian, the nuns or tnie believen folkloric figures, and men asexualized (Hl). 

With the political changes introduced during the 1950s and the necessity to 

promote the idea of rnodernity outside Spain, CO-productions came as a means of 

sxporting films to Europe. The phenornenon of the double version emerged concurrently. 

Thus, while on the Spanish screens there were tender smiles and in the 1960s kisses and 

'1 
women in bikinis, what export versions showed were passionate kisses and Iater full 

nudity. This apparent liberalization brought about a subtle reform in the censonhip rules 

which consisted mainly in modikng a long list of specific prohibitions. For the purposes 

of this thesis it is noteworthy to mention the ones related to sexuality: 

It will be prohibited: the justification of divorce as an institution, of 

adultery, of illicit sexual relations, of prostitution and, in general, of 

anything which attempts against the family institution and against the 

family; the justification of abortion and contraceptive methods; the 

presentation of sexual perversions as a main theme or as a secondary plot 

with the exception, in the latter, if it is demanded to the development of 

the action and has a clear and predominant moral consequence; any 

images and scenes which invite to low passions in the normal viewer 

(Santos 1953, 179-80). 



Although this reform was more apparent than real, it could not prevent a slow and 

determined revival of liberal and creative culture which, if it did not explicitly reject the 

regimz, shared none of its rhetoric and contained an impiicit cnticism of its values. The 

regime began to support a chema of quality in order to gain political prestige 

intemationally through the potential success of a new generation of young filmmaicers 

gouped under the designation of New Spanish Cinema. They were allowed to rnake 

films which, by being open to different ranges of interpretation and categories of 

meaning, undermined the official view of life in subtle ways. The New Spanish Cinema 

created a specific film style to communicate with the public and, at the same time to 

avoid the censorship. As Carlos Saura explained: "for me and my compatnots, to make 

the stories rve wanted to make, we had to use indirect methods. For exarnple, we couldn't 

use a linear structure or the ideas would be too clear" (Kinder 1979, 16). Critics praised 

thsse films for their quality and inteilectualism and categorized them as art cinema. 

This categorization was supported by the presence of Elias Querejeta who 

produced the body of what it is considered New Spanish Cinerna with his Company Elias 
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Querejeta PC, founded in 1964. He continuously tested the limits of censorship by 

allowing the filmmaken' personal and artistic expression and by assembling a stable 

team of collaboraton "Which created a distinctive style of indirection that could subtly 

address political issues" (Kinder 1996, 597). His team included production head 

Primitivo A~varo; cinematographer Luis Cuadrado, who cultivated the darkness of the 

seventeen-century Spanish painters like Velkquez and Zurbarh; editor Pablo G. del 

.Arno, whose elliptical style served a wide range of narrative hctions;  and composer 

Luis de Pablo, whose expressive scores suggested what could not be verbalized (Bonu 



1998, 722). The films produced by Querejeta are considered "the essential substratum for 

a dissident, critical, and fiequently metaphoncal production which appears in Spain in the 

mid 1960s and during the political transition" (Borau 1998, 722). Accordhg to Querejeta, 

in these movies "cinema viewing is transformed, becoming more creative, more 

demanding. Its rhythm and its t h e  are modified. A new gaze appears in a cinema which 

searches not so much for rneaning as it does for expression" (Hopewell 1989, 187). The 

filmmakers identified with this movement-Carlos Saura, Victor Erice, and José Luis 

Borau among the best internationally known-relied on metaphor, symbol, and ellipsis to 

create a web of "resistances to silence [which] include discreet references to a 

predictatorship past [and] the civil war itself" (Evans 1995b, 304). Thus, Erice alludes to 

the repression exerted during the poshvar yean in The Spirii of the Beehive (El espiritri 

de la colniemz, 1973); Saura is able to critique fascist characten and families in The 

Gurden of Deiights (El jardin de las delicias, 1970), Cousin Angélica (La prima 

rlrgelicri, 1973) and Cria/Raise Ravens (Cria ciiervos, 1975); and Borau juxtaposes the 

rich lifestyle of a Francoist govemor with the extreme poverty of the peasants in The 

Ponchers (Frirtivos, 1975). 

The 1s t  five yean of Francoism are cornmonly lcnown as the dicrablanda, the soit 

I I 
dictatorship. This is the penod when "liberalization was pushed to the maximum of 

penissiveness within the Franco era" (Besas 1985, 133). The film market was still much 

the sarne as in the 1940s and 1950s, with Hollywood films making by far the largest 

profits and only one of every four films shown being a Spanish production. The New 

Spanish Cinema received international praise, yet distribution di fficulties and the lack of 

appeal of its cryptic style to mainstream audiences hampered, with a few exceptions, its 



economical success in the domestic market. The Spanish fiim industry needed to be 

profitable but still lacked capital resources because of a decline in attendance due to the 
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g o w h  of television and the existence of censorship. The flourishing of erotic and 

political cinema produced in Europe during the late 1960s and early 1970s attracted a 

great nurnber of Spaniards to the south of France where they could see those films. Time 

magazine reported that between January and June of  1973, a Spanish subtitled version of 

Lcisr Tango in Paris (Bemardo Bertolucci, 1972) was seen by 110,000 spectators in 

Perpignan, a small border t o m  between France and Spain with only 100,000 inhabitants 

(-4. Torres 1983, 234). Light comedies and spgheni westerns replaced folkloric cinema 

as archetypal Spanish genres and from the success of individual films two new local 

genres emerged: Landismo and The Third Way. 

CVe .-ire Not Made of Stone (No sonios de piedra. Manuel Summen, 1968) 

inaugurated "the infamous landismo genre which typically featured Alfiedo Landa as a 

sex-starved male Spaniard in pursuit of curvaceous foreign bombshells" (Martin- 

illirquez 1999, 57). The enomous economic success of 7'hou Shalt not L u t  Afier Thy 

Neigliborir /rom die jth Floor (No desearbs ol vecino del quinlo, Ramon Fernhdez, 

1970)-with more than four and a half million spectators, it ranks second in the Spanish 

box office of a11 time-established the conventions of the new genre. Basically structured 

in the vaudeville format, the films becarne a coy answer to the erotic films produced in 

Europe by using sex as the main aim of the characten even though it was not 
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ideologically acknowledged and never fûlly visually displayed. The sexually repressed 

male chxacters of these films unçuccessfully pursue modem women-outspoken, 

independent, and sexually active-before settling down with a more traditional female- 



sweet, submissive, and decent. The confiict between the characters became a reflection of 

the ideological conflicts in Spanish society. While the modem women embody the 

dangers of European infiuence with its message of modernity and end up alone, the male 

characters are able to find a happiness in the amis of women who embody the 

conservative values promoted by Francoism: virsinity, marriage and family. 

d Heulthy iblarried Life (Vida conyugal sana, Roberto Bodegas, 1973) and The 

New Spanzards (Los nrievos espaZoles, Roberto Bodegas, 1974) instituted the short-lived 

genre known as The Third Way. As a middle of the road genre berneen New Spanish 

Cinema and Landismo, it consisted of films which integrated socio-political actuality by 

mixing sexy situations and using the conventions of Hollywood comedy. The aim was to 

attract a rniddle class audience by displayinp good production values, believable 

dialogues, and most importantly, social type characten willing to accept the moderate 

changes which were iaking place in Spanish society especially in the big urban areas. The 

presence of the same group of actors, like José Sacristh, Maria Luis San José and Ana 

Belin, allowed audiences to identify with the middle class post-war youth characten they 

portrayed, creatin;, as Hopewell (1986) notes, "a fluctuating sense of the film's reality 

and [the audience's] own reality outside it" (83). These features would be taken up by the 

transition cinerna that would follow shonly. 

Film historians note how afler the dictator's death, veteran and young filmmaken 

used the opportunity to engage with difficult themes and voice their opinions about 

14 
controvenial issues using a variety of stylistic approaches. M e r  the abolition of 

censorship, as Evans (1995a) writes, "Spanish filmmakers nished to speak the 

unspeakable, confronting the realities of everyday living, acknowledging the 



inseparability of art fiom the fiameworks of history and tradition" (326). The body of 

films produced c m  be grouped according to political and sexual subject matter. On the 

one hand, political films meant a direct engagement with issues from the past-rnainly 

the civil war and the post-war years-which had been previously ignored or allegorized. 

Nonetheless, the majonty of directors who had relied heavily on metaphor continued to 

do r o . ' j ~ s  Juan Antonio Bardem commentç: "we felt that when political censorship 

ceased to exist, cinema would blossom Forth the way that Italian cinema h d  after the faIl 

of fascism . . . [but instead] the majority of the films made in Spain since 1977 are films 

that could easily have been made in the late Francoist era" (Besas 1985, 160). 

The only films which approached the past in an explicit way were produced 

rnostly by a new generation of filmmakers and were mainly documentary. Using a varied 

range of styles, from the montage of archiva1 footage to interviews in cinema-vérité style, 

these filrnrnakers elaborated on an array of chronicles reflecting how the past had been 

manipulated by the old regime. Most of these films centered around Franco's persona, the 

Republican £font and the mirage of Francoist ideals, like Leader (Caudillo, Basilio 

Manin Patino, 1976), The Old Memory (La vieja mernoria, Iairne Camino, 1977) and 
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Disenchantment (El desencanto, Jaime Chavarri, 1976), respectively. Documentaries 

dealing with contemporary issues included: Ihe Pedralbes Mtuderer (El asesino de 

Pedrnlbes, Gonzalo Herralde, 1978), The Burgos Trial (El proceso de Burgos, han01 

Uribe, 1979)' Rocio (Fernando Ruiz, L981), Afier. .. (Desprrés de ... Cecilia Bartolorné, 

1981 j and Oca~kz. Intermittent Portrait. Yet, in a country where the only documentary 

17 
tradition was the Spanish Film News (Noticiario Cinematogrifico Esparïol) newsreels, 



these films remained marginal with brief theatrical releases and were not seen on 

television until recently. 

On the other hand, there would be an avalanche of fiirns dealing ovenly with 

sexuality. Subjected to more pressure h m  the Spanish film industry and multinational 

distributon, who needed to expand markets and profits, the censorship board relaxed 

some of its regulations. The new Censorship Code of 19 Febmary 1975 included the 

following article: "Nudity will be admitted only when justified by the total unity of the 

arjument, being refused when presented with the intention of awakening passions in the 

normal viewer or fa11 under the category of pomography." (Torres 1983, 226, italics 

mine). With the allowance of frontal nudity for females and rear nudity for males, 

permission was granted to exhibit some of the banned foreign films, among them Last 

Tmgo irz Paris, Enimanztelle (Just Jaeckin, 1974) and al1 its imitations, and II 
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Decnnrerone (Pier Paolo Pasolini, 1971). But this liberalization was only in relation to 

heterosexuality and lesbianism for heterosexual viewers. Male homosexuality would 

remain absent From the screens another couple of yean. With the decree passed on 11 

November 1977 which abolished the Suprerne Board of Censonhip, a new era began for 

the representation of homosexuality on Spanish screens. 



HOMOSEXUALITY AND REPRESENTATION 

Sexuality was a painhi1 discovery during my teenage yean. Growing up in a society 

where sexuality had been repressed for so long created a lack of knowledge of what real 

life was, not because it did not exist but because it was totally hidden fiom our eyes. The 

slow disclosure of sexuality usually happened with school fkiends, shared in 

conversations based on what othen had eavesdropped fiom adult conversations, ffom 

bûmed books discovered and images in films which inspired Our imagination. Living in a 

society where representations of heterosexuality were highly restricted, the 

acknowledgment of my homosexuality becarne more dificult due to the lack of models 

with which to identify. As Foucault (1990) observes, "repression [operates] as an 

injunction to silence, an affirmation of nonexistence, and, by implication, an admission 

that there [is] nothing to say about such things, nothing to see, and nothing to know" (4). 

The release dunng the transition of the films 1 discuss in this thesis represented an 

important discovery. For the first time in my life, 1 was able to relate to and identiS, with 

characters who had my sarne sexual desires rather than feeling alien to the sexual 

pleasures that mainsiream films had been offenng me. Despite my persona1 feelings 

however, the restrained conceptualization of homosexuality present in Spanish society 

did not ailow for an easy assimilation of the new cultural codes created for its 

representation in the rest of the society. 

Oscar Guasch (1995) notes how during the dictatonhip, homosexuality was 

"essentially based on an identification of male homosexuality with the Feminine" (17). 

Xccordingly, the Francoist heterosemai society classified the hornosexual into two 

catesones: the mnrica or effeminate homosexual and the rnaricbn or virile homosexual. 



While the former was more or less tolerated in society because of his visible renunciation 

of the male social roles, the rnaricbn was totally stigmatized and his virility rendered him 

invisible. The repressiveness of the Francoist regîrne did not consent to the existence of 

an openly homosexual comrnunity. As in other countries with similar socio-political 

circumstances, there were no specific establishments for homosexual encounters, except a 

few highly discreet ones, usually located in the marginal areas of big cities where 

prostitution was also tolerated. The main places for homosexual encounters were public 

spaces like streets, parks, public aashrooms and movie theatres. To be caught in such 

places was punishable by existing laws under the social concept of public scandal. h 

195.1 the Vagants and Malefacton Law (Ley de Vagos y Maleantes) considered 

homosexuals equal to pimps and scoundrels to be intemed into special institutions and 
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totally isolated as a way to avoid the spread of contamination. It is important to note 

that this law, as al1 the others which Followed, applied only to male homosexuality. The 

existence of iesbianism, as fernale sexuality in general, was not even considered. 

Rrplaced in 1970 with the Social Danger and Rehabilitation Law (Ley de Peligosidad y 

Rehabilitacion Social), the new law empowered police to arrest any man suspected of 

hornosexuality because of the potential danger he represented for society For "it was not 

9 ,320 the homosexual who was dangerous but those who engaged in 'homosexual acts . 

Following its implementation, the Ministry of Education issued an Act in 1971 which 

banned homosexuals fiom elementary schoois due to their so called physical defect or 

sickness, reinforcing one of the main Spanish myths about hornosexuality as contagious 

2 1 
and the homosexual as compter of children and pedophile. The Social Danger and 

Rehabilitation Law made explicit the notion of the medicalization of homosexuality by 



insisting that the delinquent 

without specimng anything 

could be rehabilitated or cured fkom his state of danger but 

beyond internent. Juan Aliaga (1997) ironically notes that 1 

these cures, whatever they were, must not have been very satisfactory, considering that 

nobody condernned under this law benefited either from the repneve or the amnesq of 

7' )  

1976 (29).-- Nonetheless, the seventy of this law helped launch the Spanish homosexual 

rights movement and the three main gay organizations-MEHL (Movirniento Espaiiol de 

Liberacion Homosexual), FAGC (Front dYAlliberarnent Gai de Catalunya) and Grup 

Dignitat-which were al1 founded between 1972 and 1976. 

During the transition, al1 public rallies were celebrated within a poiiiical context 

where everything, including homosexual vindication, was supponed. For the fint time, 

homosexuality was being openly acknowledged and discussed in the media and in the 

street. Nonetheless, the strong visibility of maricas and transvestites at these rallies 

probably motivated the main gay organizations to support the ri@ of the male to the 

feminine amongst their main claims. For instance, the eighth point in the FAGC's 

vindicative platform demanded "the right and guarantee of any person to dress and 

embellish themselves as they like" (Guasch 1995, 82). With the softening and the 

disappearance of censonhip, the publication of magazines like Torso and Pary which 

not only contained male nudity but also articles facilitating a positive assumption of 

homosexuality became possible. As well, there was a proliferation of cabarets and 

clubs-where transvestite shows altemated with female striptease-and a notorious 

increase of homosexual characters in films. 

However, the vindication of a feminine homosexuality was double-edged. On the 

one hand, it allowed homosexuals to assert their rights within the standards of social 



acceptability using a non-threatening femininity to parody heterosexist assumptions of 

homosexuality and the pluma in the marica. Even though pluma translates literally as 

feather, when used in relation to homosexuals it refen to the visible signs which allow 

heterosexuals to identiQ the female codes of behaviour in gays. Thus, the most common 

expression is se le ven las plumas (you c m  see his feathers). As José M. Cortés (1997) 

comrnents: "the camp 'pluma' in gays is, in good mesure, a parody of women, a way of 

loosenin; the hostility which probably al1 men feel against women. A certain homosexual 

'pluma' perforrns a disnirbing mindless, asexual, and hystencal femininity" (1 28). On the 

othcr hand, the niarica reinforced the archetypal representation within a homophobic 

society where the homosexual becomes an object of jokes and his condition, as a female 

soul trapped within a man's body, an object of derision. This representation of the maricn 

was a constant in mainstrearn Spanish cinema. When present in the narrative, the 

homosexual is a mere convention to provide comic relief. As a main chmcter, he 

becomes cither a masquerade that presents the homosexual condition as a pure artifice to 

reaffirm the heterosexual nom or a grotesque effeminate through the hyper-imitation of 

femininity. The only exception is the film Different (Diferente, Luis Mana Delgado, 

1960) which deals with homoerotic desire as a main theme although without naming it 
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explicitly. 

Nonetheless, the fear and the difficulty of expressing a gay reaiity and desire 

began to break d o m  during the transition years when, as Anneke Smelik (1998) States, 

"stntegies of consciousness-raishg and coming out helped [gays and Iesbians] to 

stimulate personal awareness and political action" (144). The increased social visibility of 

homosexuality was well received due to the emergence in the public discoune of new 



forms of sexuality. John Hopewell (1989) describes briefly this phenornenon by 

indicating that afier the death of Franco and with the emergence of active heterosexual 

women and gay men as subjects of desire in film, sex is no longer the Other (164-78). 

The films chosen in this thesis are usually lost among the titles overtly dealing 

with sexuality mentioned in any scholarly study about the Spanish cinema-with the 

exception of Tu an Unknown God and OcaCa, intermittent Portrait as exarnples of' the 

New Spanish Cinema and of documentary respectively. Generally dismissed as 

rnainstream sex-exploitation melodramas, they are important nonetheless because of the 

rnanner in which they embrace and project gays outside of the confines of a minority 

discourse. The choice of using a rnainstrearn genre like melodrama allowed the films to 

connect more easily with the public. Due to the siapificance of melodrama as narrative 

and filrnic tradition in Spain, spectators were able to undentand the conventions and how 

they mediate the film's relation to the real. As Maruja Torres notes in an article published 

in Tele/e.Ypres (Barcelona), 15 February 1977, this is "a cinerna of homosexuals, not wiih 

homosexuals." Homosexuality is neither presented as a pretext for jokes nor as an excuse 

to reinforce the masculinity of the main character. It is not the subject for moral 

discourses. These films' approach to homosexuality offen a double advantage: it 

showcases modemity in dealing with sexual divenity, until then taboo, and it makes 

visible a repressed rninority. Social change and sexual preference are not contradictory 

but intrrrelated. The homosexuality of the main characters expresses the struggle with 

established forms to articulate different ways of Imowing and feeling offered by 

dernocracy in a country where until 1989 50% of its inhabitants still condemned 
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hornosexuality and where until 1996 homophobia was not considered a crime in the 





A NEW BEGINNING: REVISITING THE PAST 

During 1975, as Franco moved in and out of illness, 1 rernember that everyone was 

askin;, "after Franco, what?" The only thing everybody sermed to know was that afier 

Franco meant the coming of a whole new era. The evaluation of his death was hardly 

consensual. Whether deerned good or bad, it evoked a total understanding of temporal 

separation; the closure of one chapter in Spanish history and the begiming of a new one. 

For most of the political parties, this break with the past was embodied in the appeals to 

"look fonvard, not back." The 1977 election results were a defeat for extremism and the 

past. A s  Laura Desfor (1998) notes, the new dernocracy was neither a reforrn nor a 

continuation of Francoism but a new beginning reflecting the separation from the old 

social state (9). For Spaniards the new beginning was represented by a new generation, 

those who had been ctiildren during the Civil War. They represented innocence and 

potential for a new future because they did not "participate in either of the two bands of 

the Civil War, nor its consequences. In other words, what Spaniards were not supposed to 

look back at was the fiatemal division, polarization and stxife of Civil War and 

Francoism" (Des for 1998, 43). The new beginning meant both the debut of democracy 

and the debut of national reconciliation. 

Nonetheless, some films began acknowledghg the inseparability of the mw 

social reality h m  the kameworks of ps t  and tradition because the possibilities of 

change had to take into account the cost that Francoism had on the persona1 level. The 

importance of a rreiv beginning did not mean denying the past, but addressing and 



assuming its consequences in order to face the future without repeating the same 

mistalces. Desp ite using completely different narrative structures, what To an Unknoivn 

God and Ocana, Intermittent Portrait have in cornmon is how they draw audiences' 

knowledge and shared historical memory to present socio-political repression as the main 

cause for the feelings of marginality embedded in Spaniards for forty years. The Civil 

War is never addressed directly but its consequences are strong determinants for the 

marginalization of the characten. Democracy is presented as the only lively alternative 

for them and, by extension, for Spanish society. The fact that the characten are 

homosexual emphasizes their marginalization. It is used as a strategy to reinsert the 

history of gay men and gay culture within and as a constitutive part of a re-imagined 

national community. 

Each film discussed in this chapter uses completely different strategies but 

follows the traditional notions of homosexuality present in Spanish society in order to 

evoke and contest sexuaI and political repression. To an Unknoivn God follows the style 

of the New Spanish Cinrma. The film uses the figure of the maricon to cornmunicate 

how Francoism tri rd to erase a socio-cul tural reality-represented in the figure of poet 

Fedenco Garcia Lorca-creating an inability in Spaniards to tmly be themselves and 

originating a web of entangled mernories which tended to create a romanticized view of 

the prewar past as a way to avoid the grim reality of Francoism. This view had become so 

real thar it presented the nsk of deforming the new democratic reality. 

The film's director, Jaime Chavarri, was boni in 1943 and began his career as a 

film critic. During the 1960s he alternated his work in television directing episodes for 

different cultural senes with the realization of independent films in 8mm and Super 8mm. 



He worked as CO-writer and assistant director on One, Two Three, English Hide and Seek 

(Un, dos, tres, al escondite inglS, Ivan Zulueta, 1969) and as set director on ne Spirit of 

the Beehive (El espiritu de la colmena, Victor Erice, 1973), Ana and the Wolves (Ana y 

los lobos, Carlos Saura, 1974) and other films before directing his first professional 

feature, The School Trips (Los viajes escolares) in 1974. His second film, 

Disenchantment (El desencanto, 1976), is considered one of the key films of the 

transition period. The film is an intelligent dissection of Francoism through a fmily 

interview of  the widow and two sons of Leopoldo Panero, a famous Spanish Civil War 

poet, and it became an instant success amongst critics and the public. Mer the relative 

fai lure of his following an films, including A Dedication (Dedicatoria, 1 %O), Chavarri 

moved to more commercial endeavours obtaining great box office success with films like 

Bicvcles are for Strnzmer (Las bicicletas son para el verano, l983), The Mafters of Love 

(Las cosns del qtierer, 1 989) and The 12.Iafter.s of Love 2 (Las cosas del qcierer 2, 1994). 

OcnEa. Imernzittenr Portrait is a documentary which altemates interviews with 

performances in drag in order to represent the subjectivity of its protagonist, a member of 

the new generation who did not live the Civil War. The film shows how Ocaiïa uses a 

Bakhtinian carnivalesque approach to rewrite the past in order to accornmodate the 

possibilities for new gender identities in a truly democntic society. The film was the fint 

feature of Ventura Pons. Born in 1945, Pons was an established theatre director who 

CO llaborated as a film cntic in different magazines before directing OcaRa, Intermiftent 

Portrail in 1978. During the next decade he directed a series of successhil cornedies of 

rnanners such as Do Yoir Wanna Ber, Mari Pili? ( ~ Q z L ~  te juegas iZhri Pili?, 1990) and 

Tonighl or Never (Esta noche o nrtnca, 1991). Pons has changed his style since the mid 



1990s by adapting a senes of novels and plays that have had good cntical and 

commercial results, especidly nie Meunirtg of Things (El porqué de las cosas, 1994)' 

rlctresses (Actrices, 1997) and BelovecUFriend (AmidArnat, 1999). 

TO AN CINlkClVOKV GOD 

(A un dios desconocido, Jaime Chavarri, 1977) 

In the garden of a prosperous farnily in Granada where Federico Garcia Lorca is a guest, 

the gardener's son José is having an affair with the family's son Pedro. During one of 

their night !y encountm. losé witnesses the murder of his father by a group of men. Forty 

years later José (Hector Alteno), who works as a cabaret magician in Madrid, retums to 

Granada to visit the garden and the house where Pedro died soon after the Civil WY 

bejan. During his encounter with Pedro's sister Soledad (Margarita Mas), José steak a 

photograph of Federico Garcia Lorca. With José back in Madrid, the film traces the 

subtle changes in character which this decision symbolizes for losé and for his 

relationship with the people who surround hirn: his lover Miguel (Xabier Elorriaga), an 

ernerging leftist politician; Clara (Rosa Valenti), Miguel's girlfiend; his neighbour Adela 

(Maria Rosa Salgado); Jorge (Emilio Siegrist), Adela's son; and Mercedes (Mercedes San 

Pietro), José's younger sister." 

Co-scnpted and produced by Elias Querejeta, Jaime Chavarri's To an Unknown 

God is the only film discussed in this thesis that it is critically categorized as an artfilm. 

As José Luis Guamer noted in his review in the CatalunydE~ress (Barcelona), 1 1  

November 1977: "If @~ornosexuality] in Hidderz P[easrrres was developed in a 



melodramatic form and stnichired following the very realistic scheme of offer and 

demand, in To an Unknown God it is done in a very 'art cinema' style and under the sign 

of culture, without forgening political connotations." Thus, most cntical reviews focus on 

the allegorical aspects of the film, and in some the film is cornpared to Victor Erice's The 

Spirit of the Beehive and Carlos Saura's Cuz(ENI Angelica (La pnnnta Angélicu, 1973). 

With the former, it shares the main character's irrational identification of feeling partly 

responsible for a murder. With the latter, it shares figuration charactenstics, a middle-age 

bachelor obsesçed with the past and reniming to the place of his childhood.26 

Nonetheless, as Marsha Kinder (1953) notes: "while Saura's film explores the mental 

processes as they reconstruct past and present, Châvarri's work is a character study that 

examines a cornplex, multifaceted individual within a particular social context" (65). 

Even though it does not seem to be presented as the main theme of the film, José's 

homosexuality conditions al1 othen. Despite the different readings offered by this film, 

for the purposes of this thesis I want to focus on how it critiques the effects of Frmcoist 

repression on Spanish society, how homosexuality is represented and how it vindicates its 

nomalization in a democratic Spain. 

To an Unknown God analyzes the consequences of Francoism both on sociey in 

general and on homosexuals in particular. Set in the spring of 1977, the film reads 

democracy as an instance of regenerative healing through, as Chavarri pointed out, "the 

destruction of a sentimental past, assimilating a historical and poetical past which reiates 

[José] to the present" (Hopewell 1989, 194). It constnicts fragments of José's life and his 

relation to others using the figure of Fedenco Garcia Lorca as a reference to the lost 

potential of the forty yean of Francoism. As Marsha Kinder (1983) nota: "To an 



Unknown God powerfully demonstrates that Lorca is very dive as a dead man and as an 

open wound in the minds of José and his generation, including the creative men who 

produced the New Spanish Cinema-an idea reinforced by Saura's recent stunning 

adaptation of Lorca's Blood Wedding" (68). One night in August 1936, the poet and 

playwright Fedenco Garcia Lorca was taken away by a group of men fiom his home in 

Granada and his dead body was never found. There were no official explmations 

regarding his death but nunoun spread quickly that he had become a threat to fascists 

due to his position as a leftist free-thinking intellectual, experimental artist and 

homosexual. Robert Graham notes how Lorca's "ill-explained death in Granada came to 

symbolize the killing of a cultural renaissance in Spain under the Republic which had put 

Spanish artists in the European avant-garde'' (Hopewell 1986, 187). 

The opening sequence of To an  Unknown God, constnicted as a prologue, 

establishes the layering of narration and history which pervades the film. A title situates 

the story in Granada in Iuly 1936, the month when the civil war began. The 

cinematognphy emphasizes the luminosity of the garden to hm into a metaphor for a 

flounshing world about to be destroyed. The garden is a place of leisure. We see Pedro 

and Soledad on a swing while José, the gardener's son, is nding a bicycle. We see the 

three youn; people picking figs; and both siblings resting in the hamrnocks, while the 

adults are playing cards. It is in this idyllic world where José, Pedro and Soledad are able 

to unproblematically transgress, as in some of Lorca's poems, the socially constnicted 

bamers of sexuality and desire. Class transgression is represented in the scene where José 

asks Pedro for help in repairing the bicycle. While they are taikinp, Soledad is cailed by 

her mother to remind Pedro that José should not be playhg in the garden. In response, 



Soledad laughs and Pedro mocks his mother. Pedro tells José that he will meet him later. 

This enigrnatic answer hints at the second transgression, homosexuality, which is 

insinuated again in the scene where the three youngsten are picking figs. José hangs fIom 

the fig tree and asks Pedro to help him. Afterwards, Pedro realizes that it was al1 a trick. 

Dunng the first night scene, we discover that Pedro and Soledad are involved in an 

incestuous relationship: the third transgression. Through their actions, the three characiers 

represent a new jeneration with the potential of overcoming the limitations of the older. 

Their exchanges are represented as unproblematic in their acts as they give themselves 

totally to their feelings. Nonetheless, the eruption of reality shatters their idyllic lives, as 

it does in most oflorca's works and did in his trajically intempted life. 

Although he is never seen in the film and is only referred by his first name, the 

presence of a guest in the house is established in metaphoncal terms allowing to identiQ 

him as Lorca. His strong presence in Spanish culture despite Francoist anempts to erase 

his figure and the popular knowledge of the circumstuices surrounding his death allowed 

the viewers to identiQ the unseen Fedenco as Garcia Lorca. When the two siblings are 

resting in the hammocks, we hear piano music coming fkom the house. Pedro asks 

Soledad if she thinks that "he" would like something and presses her to cal1 "him." As 

Soledad calls, "Fedenco!," there is a cut to a Long shot of the fiont of the house 

highlighring an openhg window and the appearance of a silhouette. The next cut Eom 

inside the room shows the silhouette looking at the garden fiom the same open window. 

Yet, it is night time and the silhouette belongs to Pedro who moves away and reads a 

short poem witten on a piece of paper. This identification with Lorca extends to the 1 s t  

scene of the prologue with the irruption of a goup of façcists in the garden. This action 



becomes a metaphor for the onset of the Civil war and the killing of José's father in the 

jarden a metaphor for Lorca's death. 

If the prologue romanticizes the characters' transgressions by stylizing them, the 

last part of the film historicizes the same transgressions by placing them within the 

emerging realities of a new Spain. Thus, the transgression of class barriers is reenacted 

when José and Mercedes visit the suburbs. José teaching a young boy to ride a bicycle 

echoes his own leaming to ride with Pedro. Nonetheless, if in the past the teaching 

implied a sexual seduction, in ihe present it becomes a patemal act and, as 1 will discuss 

later, a challenge to audiences' prejudices. The transgression of incest is re-enacted 

shonly afier, in the scene when José d k s  and bnishes Mercedes's hair following his 

second trip to Granada. They perform this everyday action with Mercedes sitting bare- 

breastrd, confidently discussing her feelings when she makes love to a man. Her 

explmation of the similarity of heterosexual and homosexual physicai responses to love 

while José bnishes her hair creates an alrnost fetishist feeling in their actions which 

parallel the relationship between Pedro and Soledad. 

Moreover, the Grankness of shared emotions between Jose and Mercedes 

illustrates how he is able to overcome his loneliness by increasing his contact with others 

as he begins to break away fiom the ps t .  The sense of loneliness shared by the characters 

as a consequence of the lost potential during Francoism saturates the film with what Chris 

Pemarn (1989) calls a "queer intense melancholia" (267). While some of the characters 

have learned to deal with loneliness-Soledad through her parties, Mercedes dirough her 

teaching, and Adela through religion-José is the only one who has assumed and 

accepted it Fully. The social invisibility provoked by his homosexuality increases his 



loneliness and shows it as consequence of a double repression: political and social. José's 

nightly wardmbe ritual reappropnates these feelings. In a long sequence, with an alrnost 

static camera, José slowly undresses, putting every piece of clothing away and then 

exarnining his Face in the bathroom mirmr before going to bed. The sequence shows him 

in front of Lorca's photograph while Jose's own voice on tape recites Lorca's "Ode to 

Walt Whitman" fiom the book Poer in New York. The ritual ends with José in bed, 

turning off the light and reciting the line "Sleep on: nothing is left" (163.131)." In this 

moment of total intimacy, which the audience witnesses in Full, José performs both his 

and Lorca's concern expressed in the poem: an individual's struggle for spirinial survival 

in a dehumanized world. José's obsession for affection and the longing for a sexual 

alternative freed from social constrains are opposed to the consequences of 

repressivenrss in Spain. 

In "Ode to Walt LVhitman," Lorca defends freedom by speaking of the 

authenticity of love, claiming the homosexual's right to sexual experience, in contrast to 

the compted homosexual world of New York. Alberto Mira (1999) notes how in the 

figure of Whitman, Lorca seems to perceive the virtues of a certain mode1 of 

homosexuality based on intense homoerotic desire. It is a love of men for men, shared 

and swollen by a deep desire, outside of politics and Wnially without expression in the 

social sphere. Lorca proclaims his respect for al1 types of hornosexuality except for the 

comptoo of innocence, the %ban faggots" as the poet calls them. This apparent 

contradiction appean as if Lorca needed to justify homophobia, displacing it from 

homosexuality in general towards a very specific attitude of certain homosexuals (540). 

The homoeroticism represented by Whitman taises place in a bucolic milieu away from 



the oppressive atmosphere of corruption becoming an af5nnation of homosexual 

p leasure. 

As in the poem, José does not repress his homosexuality. He tries to live 

according to the Whitmanesque ideal of the undefiled homosexual who asserts his 

homosexuality without exploiting it for his own benefit. As the characten in Eloy de la 

Iglesia's films that I will be discussing later, José is constructed as maricbn. As I 

mentionrd in Chapter 1, for Francoist heterosexual society the catesorization of 

homosexuality was based on the identification of male hornosexuality with femininity. 

Xccordingly, homosexuals were classified into the marica or effeminate homosexual and 

maricdn or virile homosexual. The marica is expected to appear as and behave in the 

same socially conservative manner that is associated with women: a soff extemal 

appearance, delicately rnannered, sensitive, affected, subrnissive and sexually passive. As 

long as he renounces to constructed male roles, the marica is socially tolerated because 

his identity is rationalized as biological. On the contrary, the maricon is more difficult to 

recognize because his codified features lack the visible markers of what is accepted. His 

virility betrays the foundation of male heterosexuality because his sexuality contradicts 

the same cultural codes used to categorize hun. Hence, heterosexual males cannot use the 

maricon to compare and reinforce their own masculinity. The social invisibility of the 

nrnricbn creates anguish in the heterosexual male because it poses a double threat: both 

physical and sexual. Physical because a violent aggression fiom a maricon-an equal 

rival to the heterosexual male-can be dangerous while coming fiom a marica is 

perceived as ferninine outburst. Sexual because the heterosexual perceives the maricon as 

sexually active. The fear of being raped is translated into language by using the more 



aggessive word maricon, an augmentative of marica, as a "defense rnechanism to refuse 

what is not possible to understand nor to conceptualize from the available cultural codes" 

(Guasch 1995, 56). Because he cannot be rationalized, the maricdn is associated with 

conta~ious situations such as ''vice and corruption [with the] dishonest abuse of minors or 

the ' inherent ' degeneration of certain people with money in the show business and in art 

environrnents, w ho 'have tned everything" (Guasch 1995,58). 

To a)t Unknown God uses José-both a maricon and a magician-and his actions 

to deconstruct the prevalent social prejudices regarding the homosexual. José refuses 

opportunities to seduce Jorge despite the youngster's eagerness. Aware that Jorge is 

confused about his o w  sexuality, José shows his support by adopting a positive patemal 

position. When Jorge panics after having smoked pot. he begs José to remain with him. 

Reacting in a non-judgmental way, José stays in the bedroom until Jorge falls asleep. tn 

the sequance when Jorge cornes to José's place with the excuse of having forgotten his 

keys, José realizes immediately that the youngster hopes to be seduced. Moved by 

cunosity, he exposes Jorge's real intentions by making the boy acknowledge his curiosity 

about his lifestyle. When realizing Jorge's inability to directly express his real feelings, 

Jose performs a tnck giving him the keys. Upset, Jorge leaves. Yet, José expresses his 

support by stating, "corne back anytime you want, anytime you feel like it." His refusal to 

exploit this situation deconstnicts the pederast overtones of his homosexual identity 

offerhg a positive view of him as a potential father figure. This potential is reinforced in 

the sequence where he accornpanies Mercedes to the suburbs to visit one of her students. 

LVhile waiting for her, he teaches a young boy to ride a bicycle. We see the warmth and 

pleasure he obtains in teaching the young boy. When Mercedes cornes outside, the 



canera focuses on her womed expression. Her reaction malces us aware of prevaient 

responses towards homosexuals and the widespread assumptions that they are child 

molesters, as Mercedes does immediately aflerwards. 

José's daily routines and his interaction with those who surround hirn emphasize 

his loneliness. José has intemalized the irnpossibility for a homosexual to show real 

feelings and, consequently, he hides any open expression of affection towards everyone. 

José's profession as a magician is a metaphor for his situation. It allows hirn some 

rneasure of creative intervention even if his powers of transformation are largely based in 

illusion. Like his life, his work is based on the powers of illusion to disguise reality. Yet, 

despite this situation, he is able to maintain his integrity as a human being in his 

interactions with others and to be aware of their histories and desires, making hirn more 

tolerant than the society that surrounds him. 

José's empathy for the desire of others is s h o w  in the sequence where Miguel 

and Clara attend one of his performances. José asks her to choose a card. Refùsing the 

ace of hearts that he offers, she asks for the seven of hearts. The ace reappears dter each 

tnck and José keeps switching it for the seven of hearts as Clara demands. If we read the 

ace as the possibility for a monogamous relationship with Miguel, Clara's attitude shows 

that she is aware and accepts the fact of being in an open relationship. Nonetheless, José 

exposes Clara's real feelings when, in the last crick, he transforms the r a t  of the cards 

into sevens and she ends up with the ace of hearts. José reveals that Clara's liberated 

attitude is only a cover for her longing for a stable relationship. Clara's lona@ng is 

reinforced in the scene where she meets José on a terrace. When he asks her if she is in 

love, she answen that she does not know and asks him the same question. Seeing his 



embarrassment, shr apologizes and explains that she needs Miguel and is distraught by 

Miguel's unexplained disappearances. To her question regardhg José feeling sony for 

her and her feelings, he replies, "1 envy you." Despite his answer underscoring his 

empathy towards Clua, José's disposition expresses his respect for Miguel's attitude 

despite his own foreboding that Miguel will leave him due to the social constraints of his 

political career. 

The possibilities of healing offered by the new democratic process are represented 

by José's trips to Granada. n i e  first r e m  occurs immediateiy after the prologue when 

he walks through the garden-now in a neglected state, thus evoking a lost paradise. 

.Mer being recognized by Soledad, he visits the inside of the house. In Pedro's room and 

looking at the garden from the window, José tries to recall the sentimental past that he 

has constmcted during the last forty years. The carnera shows a night table with a picture 

of Pedro and that of Lorca, and the tensions at play are foregrounded. While José 

confesses to Soledad that he feels that he has not stopped thinking about Pedro for a 

single day, a cutaway shot shows the table again with Lorca's picture missing. José's 

thefi symbolizes- the hsion of Pedro and Lorca established in the prologue. It is the 

histoncal figure and not the sentimental one which has been appropriated. The fint step 

to José's healing is established by his having had an affair with Pedro yet stealing the 

picture of Lorca. 

The next step in José's healing, explicitly related to Pedro, becomes clear upon 

his second return to Granada It is durllig this trip that José is forced to face the pst. 

When Mercedes asks him why he stole Lorca's picture, José's answer is that rnaybe 

Lorca is the only one who sunived. From that moment on, the presence of an histoncal 



past begins taking over José's romantic view. Thus, we leam that Pedro died during the 

Civil War of some illness at the age of eighteen and that both Soledad and José were 

aware of his sexual relationships with the other. During the party organized by Soledad 

that night, the past cornes to h a u t  José. Someone knocks at the door while he is in the 

bathroom. The knockings increase in volume until they become an echo of the ones heard 

on the night José's father was murdered. Back at the party, he listens to a habanera, a 

rnelancholic Song about a ghost soldier visiting his loved one every night, which Soledad 

and Julio are singing. Later on, José sees a female sibouene totally dressed in black and 

follows her to the garden to find out that it is Julio. The latter explains how Pedro 

seduced hirn and maintained their relationship until the day Pedro confessed that he really 

wanted to be with Lorca. It is interesting to note how the fact that Pedro was fiReen and 

Julio thirty echoes the earlier scene of Joge's attempt to seduce José; the one used to 

reverse the audience's prejudice of homosexuals as pedophiles. The raw sexuality of 

Julio's reply shatters José's romanticized view of the past. M e n  José asks if Pedro ever 

mentioned him, Julio kneels d o m  and performs fellatio. José had transformed Pedro into 

Lorca's Walt Whitman with a romanticized view of homosexual love where "man is able, 

if he wishes, to guide his desire / through a vein of coral or a heavenly naked body" 

(16 1.88-9). Thus, when he returns to Madrid we see him destroying al1 of Pedro's letten 

and pictures that he had kept during those years. 

The possibilities of homosexuality being nomalized in a democratic Spain are 

embodied in the idea of resurrection alluded to by the title of the fih, in a quote fiom 

The Acts of the Apostles: "because I noticed, as 1 strolled round admiring your sacred 

monuments, that you had an altar inscnbed: To An Unknown Goci" (1723 lenisakm 



Bible) During the scene in which Miguel is introduceâ, he is in a clubhouse watching 

Car1 Dreyer's Ordet (1955). AS José arrives, the sequence of Inger's resurrection begins. 

Miguel rehses to leave with José for fear of being seen leaving together, yet as José 

leaves Miguel follows him shonly afker. The crosscutting between their dialogue and 

Order's resurrec tion sequence establishes a metaphor for the possibilities of their 

relationship. If in Dreyer's film personal faith is able to overcome the constrains imposed 

by conventional religion, Miguel ais0 seems capable of vanquishing his fear of social 

prejudicrs by followinj José. Once at home, and after José has hidden the tape recorder 

and Lorca's photo, Miguel enters the bedroorn. M e r  making love, they stay in bed and 

discuss Miguel's involvement with politics. Miguel notes the importance for a politician 

to be generous and not to be dazzled by power. José comments that Miguel is that kind of 

politician and asks him if he will stay overnight, but Miguel replies that he has an early 

engagement next moming. Ordet's resurrection sequence resonates in José's attitude, yet 

the possibilities that personal fkeedom can offer are being hindered now by social 

conventions as well as Miguel's fear. 

In the 1 s t  scene of the film, José arrives home and finds Miguel waiting for hirn 

at the door. Without saying anythuig he lets hirn in and allows him to witness his bedtime 

ritual. Once in bed, José briefly smiles at a silent Miguel standing by the threshold, tums 

off the light and repeats the line, "Sleep on: nothing is left." Despite the ambiguity of' 

José's attitude, the open ending, entitles the viewer, especially a gay one, to see the 

healing possibilities of his action. It is Miguel who has corne looking for José and the 

latter h a  exposed his true self for the first time. Thus, it is up to Miguel-the new 

dernocratic seneration-to either assume with his attitude the reality of homosexuality 



and its consequences or to repeat the mistalces made by the preceding generation. José in 

bed, quoting a line f?om Lorca's poem, echoes Odet's resurrection sequence and throws 

an optimistic light on the resolution: as in Dreyer's film, there is a possibility that with 

individual faith, individual preferences will prevail over social prejudices in a democratic 

society. 

OCANA. hVTERM7TENT P O R T ' T  

(Ocaria. retrato intemitente, Ventura Pons, 1978) 

losé Luis Pérez Ocaiia was a famous character at the Ramblas in Barcelona during the 

transition y e m .  Ocafia, in his home, recounts his life: growing up in Santillana, a small 

Andalousian village; how he emigated to Barcelona to become an artist, even though he 

still necds to paint houses to eam his living; and why he has become famous as an 

exhibitionkt and a transvestite. Intermittently, the filrnmalcer inserts scenes of' Ocaila's 

Street provocations. the preparations for his first art exhibition in a gallery, and theatrical 

reconstructions of his subconscious.2g 

Most of the film's reviews were favorable due to its subject matter and the themes 

approached. José Luis Guamer praised the film noting how "it is maybe the fint film 

delivered in our country, where a post-Francoist mood is clearly exuded" (n.p., n.d.). 

Nonetheless, many of them criticized Ventura Pons's editing of direct-to-camera 

interviews altemated with dramatic performances creating an almost mechanical rhythm. 

In an interview published in GuM del Ocio (Barcelona), 29 May 1978, Ventun Pons gave 

nvo reasons for this sober aesthetic: 



On the one hand I am interested in creating a distance between the 

narrative and the 'provoked memory' which goes beyond pure change in 

sequence, making the spectator in some way feel in himself the sense of 

the story. [On the other hand], al1 stylistic preciosity applied to the 

marginal world that appears in the film would have been an abusive 

imposition of the power aesthetic. . . . My intention was to make, in al1 

honesty, an intimate story out of an extroverted person. 

The understated mise-en-scène in the monologue sequences-Ocah is shot in long iakes 

with staiic medium or close-up shots while sitting on his bed with his image reflected in a 

mirror hanging on the wall next to him-allows for a non obtmsive carnera presence 

dunng his process of reconstxucting the past and for the audience to concentrate in 

Ocrifia's narrative due to their proxirnity to him. Thus, there is no apparent intervention 

by the filrnmaker in constructing Ocaiïa's personality. The carnera becomes a mere 

witness Ietting the viewer become acquainted with Ocaiia and the reconstruction of his 

particular world. In the press kit for the film, Antonio Alvarez Solis (n.p., n.d.) observes 

that "what is attractive in this picture about Ocaiia is that it conveys to us the general 

horizons through very 'local' hurnan anecdote." in my anaiysis 1 want to focus on how 

the film elaborates on issues of identity and self-definition of an individuai perspective- 

Ocaiia's stniggle for self-expression-to the search for a new identity of Spanish society. 

This encounter of the local psychic of a subject's relation to its own world with the 

general psychic world of a society relates to Bakhtin's notion of dialogism. 



Robert Stam (1989) defines Bakhtin's notion of dialogism as the necessary 

relation of any utterance to other utterances, using utterance in the inclusive sense of the 

word. This inclusive sense irnplies that ?the linguistic ~i~glificance of an utterance is 

understood against the background of language, while its actual meaning is undentood 

against the background of other concrete utterances on the same theme, a background 

made up of contradictory opinions, points of view [and] value judgments" (188). Stam 

commznts how Bakhtin's concem with the dialogical relationçhip between self and other 

as expressed through language can be also applied to monologue "given the fact that 

every utterance, including the s o l i t q  utterance, has its 'other' and exists against the 

backdrop of other utterances" (189). The notion of dialogism is nch in analytical 

potential for a film like Ocafiu Intermittent Portrait. The sincere and impudent 

conîèssion of the painter Ocaila and the representation of his provocations and 

experiences convey an intertextual rnimicry between documentary and fiction. This 

intertextuality speaks in the double-voiced discourse of Ocaiïa's artistic carnivalization. 

Bakhtin traces the origins of carnival back to the Dyonisian festivities of the 

Greeks, but refers to its apogee as potentially subversive in the High Middle  es." 

During that period, carnival played a central symbolic role in the life of the community, 

representing an alternative cosmovision charactenzed by the ludic undermining of al1 

noms. The carnivalesque levels social classes by abolishing hierarchies and creates a life 

hee kom restrictions and conventional rules where al1 which is daily marginalized and 

excludrd takes over the centre in a Liberating explosion of othemess. The matenal body 

becomes a positive force, and the festive enjoys a symbolic victory over al1 that is held 

sacred, over al1 that oppresses and restncts. D u k g  the festivities, the powefil 



institutions of the period, including the Church, were mocked and symbolically 

relativized. For Bakhtin, camival evokes a number of distinct concepts which include 

among others: the valonzation of Eros and the life force; the concatenation of life and 

death, cmphasizing ntual sacrifice; the practice of transvestism as a release from the 

burden of socially imposed sex roles; the foregrounding of social oveminiing and the 

counterhegemonic subversion of established power; a rejection of' social decorurn 

entailing a release firom oppressive etiquette, politeness and good mannen; and the view 

of cmival as participatory spectacle which erases the boundaries behveen spectator and 

perfomer (S t m  1989, 86-91). 

Al1 these carnivalesque concepts are present in Ocafia's discourse, his art, and the 

marsinal world he represents. From his creative outskirts, Ocaiia exposes the social 

repression of Francoist society, transvesiism as a provocation, religion and fetishism, the 

male chauvinist repression, anarchy, hornosexuality, the orgasrn as a creative force, and 

the need to end with the taboos in traditional society. Ventura Pons declared in different 

i n t e ~ e w s  that the idea for the film came after seeing a transvestite Ocaila storming into a 

restaurant shouting and singing: "1 was fascinated. 1 thought that behind that provocation 

was the use of transvestism on an dramatic level which onginates with the Ibenan 

'esperpento' and the Grand Guignol but is also close to modem theories arising kom 

Street theatre" (Tele/e.lpres, Barcelona, 10 May 1978). Thus, the double-voiced discoune 

of Ocaiia's artistic carnivalization becomes present through the intertextual mimicry 

between docurnentary and fiction. This intenextuality is what makes apparent the 

filmmaker's intervention if not in constnicting Ocaiia's penonality, in re-constnicting it 

on the screen by altemating direct-to-camera interviews with dramatic performances. 



Nonetheless, the reconstruction avoids presenting Ocafia in either a paternalistic way or 

fkom the perspective of the exotic allowing the viewers to contrast their own meanuigs 

against OcaÏia's "concrete utterances on the same theme, a background made up of 

contradictory opinions, points of view, value judgments" (Stam 1989, 1 88). 

Ocaiia places his feelings of marginalization in his origins, sexuality and 

profession when he explains that he was bom in a mal1 Andalousian nual village in a 

poor working class famiiy, his parents were a construction worker and a seamstress, that 

he is a homosexual and that he is an artist who survives painting walls. The sense of' the 

marginality of Andalusia can be traced back to its underdevelopment. The socio- 

economic and cultural reality of the region was "an agarian and underdeveloped Spain 

dominated by religious superstitions, the Spain known for large and feudal landed estates, 

hunger, the cult of rnasculinity and for buiifighters" (Gubern 1983, 34). Dunng the 

1960s, the disproportionate economic growth in other parts of the country forced young 

people to migrate on mass to big cities like Madrid and Barcelona where they resided in 

large dormitory suburbs created for the new &vals. Being working class and 

maintaining their cultural identity marginalized the new arrivals because of their different 

cultural specificities. This marginalization was stronger in the case of Catalonia, and 

Barcelona in particular, where the class issue only intensified their rejection due to the 

clichéd Andalousian stereotype which had been exploited by the Francoist regime as the 

signifier of Spanishness for foreign countries. As an Andalousian, Ocaila's sense of 

marginality is stren,$hened by his efferninate mannen and his homosexuality; he is 

perceived as a nzarica, in a culture with a strong cult of rnasculinity. Yet, ùistead of 

resigning to his situation, Ocaiia embraces the marginal by placing himself among other 



socially outcast people and celebrating both his culture aud his sexuality through his 

performances and art. 

In no way does Ocaiia make us aware of consciously articulating any kind of 

discourse. He is just a person, an artist, who still is maintainhg a spontaneity as well as a 

positive attitude towards life and the world and who possesses the gift to express it. 

OcaÏia relates how during his childhood he felt marginalized because he liked to pick up 

flowers and watch sunsets which was not the expected behavior for a male child in his 

village. His marginalization increased because he did not understand why people 

considered his sexual attraction to men as abnormal. The performance which follows 

clearly emphasizes the feeling of rnarginality. Dressed up in black as an Andaiousian 

woman, Ocaîia perfocms the role of a mother who has been intemed in a mental asylum 

but has escaped in time to assist in the funeral of her only daughter. In a drarnatic tone, 

she accuses her sisten of passing her off as crazy and having her confined. The 

irnprovised monologue reflects the same feelings expressed in the interview segment with 

sentences like "1 want to live in rny world but they don? let me," "I'm condemned to 

loneliness" and "as a madwoman I'm going to Say what 1 feel." The mise-en-scène is 

very simple, representing a hinerai vigil with two life-size papier-mâché dolls as the 

daughter and the sister. The scene bnngs out a camp sensibility which c o ~ e c t s  with 

Fedenco Garcia Lorca's piays, also set in Andalousian settings with female characten 

fac ing drarnatic circumstances and condemned to loneliness. 

This camp sensibility appean in the next interview segment when Ocaiia notes 

how beautiful it was to "do things with my friends in the fields and go to the river to 

observe the gypsies naked" and how he "felt iike Mary Magdalene" when people threw 



Stones at him because of his "excessive sensibility." The strong presence of Garcia Lorca 

in the popular knowledge, as 1 noted in To on Unhown God, is made present when 

Ocaiia compares his sensibility to Garcia Lorca's and states that the poet '%as killed with 

two shots up his ass" because of his homosexuality. Nonetheless, his positive attitude 

appean immediately after this comment when he emphasizes that despite his 

marjinalization and his sensitivity he has ahays  fought to be himself, "to be a penon, 

and to be what 1 want." The two performances which follow emphasize his camp 

sensibility. In the fint one he steps into the fmous "Cafe de las Ramblas" dressed up in 

an Andalousian costume and sings "Yo soy esa" (1 am that one), a famous folkloric Song 

from the 1940s in which a woman explains her Me as a prostitute. In this scene, the 

unsuspected audience at the bar accepts Ocda's performance and participates in his 

interactions wiih total naturahess as he sits on some people's laps while comrnenting 

how her pimp hits her every moming but still she is "crazy about him." in the second 

scene, he wanden through a cemetery, also dressed up in an Andalousian folkloric 

fernale costume, and begins to sing a saera, a sad flamenco Song, to Garcia Lorca and his 

death, using some verses from the poet but largely improvising the ~Hcs. 

The relativization and impiicit cnticism of the institutions present in the carnival 

is constantly manifested in Ocaîia's remarks about the Church. He expresses his 

admiration for the religious festivities and icons not because of their symbolic 

siagd%mce but because of their spectacularity. He explains the mise-en-scène 

surrounding the festivities of the Virgin of August during which the whole village 

participates. The performance which follows is an irnprovised paso (Boat) in which one 

of his full-site virgins is canied along the street by some of his finends who stop in fiont 
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of a balcony where a female Ocaiia improvises a saeta to the vkgin accordhg to the 

Andalousian tradition he has just explained. 

Ocaiïa remarks that the ody  positive legacy of the Catholic Church is the "fetish 

of its celebrations." He expresses his contempt for academic institutions that want to take 

away those celebrations, asking hem what do they have to offer instead. He 

acknowledges the contradictions of those festivities where sometimes "you can see a 

vigin like a real woman and a policeman with hs gun standing beside her," yet he adds 

that those contradictions embody the spirit of Andalusia, which is like "a surrealist 

painting." 

The carnivalesque spirit embodied in the Andalousian cultural practices that 

Ocaiia explnins is shown in two scenes where the camera wanders around the exhibition 

he is preparing in an art gallery and around his apartment. We see the multitude of 

themes which constitute his personality: paintings of virgins done with the bright coloun 

of a naïf style; paintings which reproduce people and villages from his childhood; 

ceilinjs adomed with bells; full size sculptures of virgins and human figures made in 

papier-mkhé and dressed in fokloric Andalousian costumes; rooms prepared for the 

vigil of the dead; walls decorated with paper garlands, etc. Al1 these elements relate to the 

carnival spirit and to a camp sensibility which is also expressed in his improvised Street 

performances where many of these elements also appear. 

His carnivalesque approach to life is not only restricted to the pst. The 1 s t  part 

of the film is dedicated to the present. M e r  explaining the circumstances which brought 

him to BarceIona, he comments on the marginal world which surrounds the Rarnblas, 

where he iives. He talks about the prostitutes, trmsvestites, pickpockets, etc. which 



inhabit a world located only streets away fÏom downtown Plaza de Catalunya which acts 

as a border to the bourgeois neighbourhoods. He s r n a r i z e s  his love for this marginal 

world, "which gives colour to the grey people," in his f5endship with Maria, a crazy 

prostitute. The camera shows her dancing in a music store while the soundtrack plays 

Edith Piaf singing "La goulante du pauvre Jean." 

His attachment to the marginal world, his effeminacy and especially his 

crossdressing are the elements Ocaiia uses in his art to express his critical perspective on 

socirty. As I cvill explain in Chapter 3, transvestism c m  be considered a subversive 

sexual transgression which questions the notion of stable identity. Nonetheless, Ocafia 

refuses to be categorized. He considers hirnself a "theatrical" person who uses fernale 

clothing to perform. He daims that he likes men but he does not consider hirnself a 

homosesual because he does not believe in labels, "1 don't know what I am but I am not a 

potato sack with a label on the side." He criticizes the magazines which have exploited 

his image as a mere transvestite. As 1 mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, media 

is an important site for the construction of meaning, especially during a transition period 

when "people look to media to establish reality and to define and interpret events going 

on around them" (Desfor 1998, 22). Yet, the importance of the media can be double 

sided. On the positive side, it offers the oppomuiity to rearticulate and reform cultural 

categories when reporting on events which cal1 up new meanings. On the negative side, it 

c m  reinforce old ones by manipulating and distorting the report of those sarne events. 

Ocafia admits having "abused his transvestite image to draw attention to his works but 

resents how othes are taking advantage of his image for their own interest. 



His cnticism also gets directed towards the current leftist political parties. He 

explains how he and his fiends attended the Libertarian Acts (Jomadas Libertarias) 

organized by the C.N.T.-the union labour of the Socialist partydressed in drag. He 

recalls how they were initially welcomed but by the third day the organizers panicked and 

did not want them to perfom, cutting the music, because "they realized that we were too 

libertarian for hem but we scared them saying that we would tell the journalists." 

Nonetheless, he accuses those sarne journalists of showing picnires of the transvestites 

who attended one of the demonstrations organized by the F.A.G.C. in defense of gay 

rijhts and ignoring "the families with children who were also participating."30 

Ocaiia criticizes those men "Who look at me totally f'cinated but in order to 

reinforce their 'macho' appearance they hold their women as saying 'you see, t didn't fa11 

for a man, yet'." He admits that he wants to provoke. That is why he performs stripteases 

in the Street and dresses in drag. "It's a way to tell them diings," he explains, "I am a 

Pasolinian character. I love to suck penises in washrooms and gardens. Everybody is 

fascinated by that!" The film ends showing images of Ocaiia performing a striptease on 

stage during a political act. While he is tearing his clothes, he exclaims, "repression gave 

me these dirty rags. I don? want them any more!" 

The dialogical relationship established by the film between Ocaiia and his 

audience, both in real life and in the film, conveys the social feelings which were 

generating during the transition. Social utterances were expressed semantically as well as 

intertextually. If José's generation in To an Unhown God sees democracy as a 

regenerative healing process which will destroy a sentimental p s t ,  for OcGa, bom in 

1947, and his generation who did not live the Civil War and expenenced the 



contradictory effects of Spain's economic growth, democracy becomes an opportunity to 

reqpropriate the past. By reappropriating the past in their own ternis, the mernbers of 

this generation offer society the possibilities for a new beginning: a society whose 

mernbers are considered penons not labels and whose curent deficiencies bring out a 

combative spirit to overcome them. 

In this chapter, I have established how Tu an Unknown God and OcuEu. 

hrerniirterit Permit stress the importance of reconciliation in order to face a clear new 

begiming, cornmenting on the importance of not looking back to relive situations which 

still were present in Spaniards' minds. By reinserting and reconstnicting the past and the 

figure of the homosexual into the representation of nation, the films emphasize the 

significance of rescuing a social reality that Francoism had tried to erase. The Francoist 

Spain in which José and Ocafia grew up is presented as one of manipulation and 

alienation. Through both characters, the films not only convey the feeling of a 

homosexual cornmunity in a country which according to Francoism was not supposed to 

have one, but speak to a broader community aware of its collective memory of isolation. 

Most of the critical reviews received by the films noted the significance of this broader 

message. 

In regard to To an Unknown God, al1 the reviews praised its treatment of 

loneliness as the main theme cornmenting how the film "dares to makes us a11 feel alone" 

(Garcia Rayo 1977, 50) and speaks about "something more universal: the temble fight 

behveen Eros and civilization, regression and progress, possession and dispossession, life 



and death" (Isabel Escudero, n.p., n.d.). Even in 1987, when it was shown on television, 

Esteve Riambau noted that the film was "an exercise about the historical memory fkom 

the particular perspective of the new debutant democracy" and how 'Vie parable about 

contemporary Spain is crystal clear" because only by "breaking up with the unfaithhl 

past and becoming reconciled with a solidary and hopef'ul present, the protagonist h d s  

again meaning to life" (Auzri, Barcelona, 9 January 1987). OcaEa, Intermittent Portrair 

received similar reviews. An anonymous review praised the film as "the first lucid filmed 

chronicle about the Spain of the last thirty years" (Sur/oeste, Granada, 10 September 

1975) and Antonio Alvarez Solis noted in the press kit how the film "possesses far- 

reaching validity to understand al1 of a specific time, a sociological mode for conceiving 

existence. . . [because] it conveys us to general horizons through very 'local' hurnan 

anecdote which is what gives that anecdote a profound reach through its tendemess" 

(n.p., n.d.). 

The importance of an over-reaching, broad message of reconciliation is clearly 

manifçsted in the suategies that the films use to engage heterosexual audiences with the 

world of homosexuality. To create a sense of empathy, To an Unknown God constructs 

José as an unthreatening character. By representing him only as a child and as a mature 

man, the physical threat is underscored. By reinforcing his patemal position towards 

Jorge, subverting heterosexual prejudices of homosexuais as pedophiles, the sexual threat 

is also underplayed. These strategies invite heterosexual audiences to confiont their owvn 

prejudices and to make reconciliation possible through understanding. 

Ocaria, Intermittent Pomait, follows a very different strategy to accomplish the 

same objective. Dealing with a contemporary character probably hown by the 



heterosexual audience through media accounts describing bis scandalous activities, the 

film introduces OcaÏia in a predictable manner by having him comment on his improvised 

stripteases and immediately after viewing him performing one in the middle of the street. 

Yet, OcaÏia criticizes the hypocnsy of heterosexual men who approach him unable to hide 

their initial arousal, and the public performance shows how the multitude who surrounds 

him reacts in an mused and celebratory way. Allowing the viewers during the fint 

minutes to witness what they knew only through the press, the film subverts the 

traditionai homophobic structure of scandal, presenting it in its liberating and disruptive 

powrr. In doing so, Ocaiia's subsequent biographical account allows heterosexual 

viewen not only to discover his individual identity but also to recall similarities in their 

own enperiences despite differences in sexual preference, and the film estabblishes a sense 

of empathy towards his persona beyond social prejudices. 

As a teenager discovenns rny own sexuality, the presence of hornosexuality on 

screen and the realization of its histoncal participation in the realities of my country were 

very encouraging. For gay viewen, both films put homosexuality back onto the screens 

in a respecthl and serious way, acknowledging at the same time the importance of the 

community in the history of the country. Not only do the films recuperate a past, as 

represented by Lorca, which the dictatonhip had tned to erase, but they also address the 

reality suffered by an older generation, embodied by José, as well as revealing the efforts 

being made by the new one, that of Ocaiia, to normalize the new situation. 1 remember 

that afier seeing To an Unknown God, 1 began to avidly read any poern or play by Lorca 

that 1 could ;et my hands on. 1 was beginning to realize that there was more to my history 

than the scope offered by schoolbooks. Living in a highly politicized period, a socio- 



cultural sense of awareness was very present in my life and the existence of a penon like 

Ocaiia made me realize the changes that must take place in a tnily democratic society. 

The final irnase of the film-ûcaiia walking done in the Ramblas early in the moming- 

became a hauntin; metaphor for the dawn of a new society in which people would join 

others like him, and like me, to fulfill the democratic dream. 



CONWVENCIA : TRANSFORMING THE PRESENT 

As Laura Desfor (1998) notes, Franco's death marked a new beginning for dernocracy, 

national reconciliation and convivencia. National reconciliation meant the ending the 

division, polarization and confrontation characteristic of Francoist Spain. Convivencia 

- literally meaning living wirh oorhers but also including connotations of peace and 

tolrrance-became the social, rather than the political, expression of reconciliation 

representing the homogeneity and communality needed in the new state (43-15). 

Comivencin meant transfonning the possible feelings of revenge accumulated during 

fony years of repression into acceptance, acknowledging that in a democratic society a11 

have the right to freely express their ideas and be themselves. Convivencia and tolerance 

did not spnn; naturally fiom society as a whole but were to emerge fiom individuals' 

everyday expenences, perceptions and interpretations of society. As 1 mentioned in 

Chapter 1, dunng the transition yean a breaking d o m  of the fear and dificulty of 

expressing new foms of sexuality resulted in an increased social visibility and 

emergence of a gay reality. 

1977 was the year when censonhip was officially abolished in Spain. Movie 

theatres were fiooded by banned foreign films, as well as foreign soft-core pom products, 

which tumed spectaton away fiom domestic cinema. This, togther with a general drastic 

decline of movie attendance-partly due to the diversification of Spanish television and 

the beginning of the home-video-has been used by some historians to explain why 

Spanish filmmaken used outrageous and sexually explicit material as one way of 



competinj for the viewers' attention within an unstable market." Nonetheless, and 

despite the possibilities of analyzing thern as using a controvenial subject matter for 

financial gain, 1 discuss $ex Change and The Transsental in this chapter as films which 

make sex a political issue, ushg sex change as an effective trope for cultural 

transformation in a democratic Spain. Both films are not about homosexuality but about 

transsexuality. I follow Marjorie Garber's definition (1992) of transsexual as the term 

"used to describe persons who are either 'pre-op' or 'post-op'-that is, whether or not 

thcy have undergone penectomy, hysterectomy, p hallo- or vaginoplas ty" ( 106). Garber 

considers transsexualism not a surgical product but a social, cultural and psychological 

zone which manifestly questions the "vexy essentialism of gender identity, offering both 

surgical and hormonal-as well as psychological- 'so1utions' to gender undecidability" 

(101). Garber notes that one of the most consistent and effective funcrions of this gender 

undecidability in culture is to indicate the place of what she calls "category cisis" which 

disrupts and calls attention to cultural, social and aesthetic dissonances; "a failure of 

definitional distinction, a borderline that becomes permeable, that permits of border 

crossings fkom one (apparently distinct) category to another" (16). This discourse of the 

transsexual as a category crisis is what makes Se-r Chaqe  and The Transsenral 

appropriate films for discussion in my analysis of gay-related films. In these films, 1 read 

transsexualism as a metaphor for the process towards a democratic society where former 

stable identities are shattered. The films show how the legacy of Francoist repression is 

still intemalized within a supposedly hyperliberated Spain and how only a full acceptance 

of al1 forms of sexuality cm bring convivencia in a democratic society. 



Tn my analysis, 1 establish cornparisons of how both films embrace melodrarna as 

a subversive genre, featuring stylistic excesses and ruptures of tone and highlighting 

sexual and generational conflicts within the family, and by extension within society. 

Thomas Elsaesser (1991) describes melodrama as a cultural Form that initially emerged to 

express the "healthy distrust of intellectualization and abstract social theory" (72) of a 

growing bourjeoisie but evolved into a fom of encouraging escapism, thus losing its 

subversive nature. Yet, Elsaesser acknowledges that melodrama has also "resolutely 

refused to understand social change in other than private contexts and emotional terms," 

insisting that "other structures of experience (those of suffering, for instance) are more in 

keepin; with reality" (72). Thus, the focus on the pnvate and the persona1 allows 

melodrama to act as a vehicle for expressing the personal. Susan Hayward (1996) notes 

how melodrama tries to counter nuieties produced by social change in relation to the 

dvent of modrmization and iis effects on the family by mediating those anvieties within 

the private context of a home, investing the individual and the ordinary with significance 

and validating everyday life. Because the social is intemalized, characters adopt prirnary 

psychic roles and the drarnatic action takes place between and not within the characten 

(202). In Se.r Change and The Transsmial, the characten are tom between the 

cornpliance to and die negotiation of gender constructions, not according to moral 

polarization but around specific conflicts between male and female sexuality. This use of 

melodrama articulates what Raymond Williams (1977) cails a snucture of feeling. 

Williams describes kinds of feeling and thinking that are social and matenai but 

also ernbryonic and not fuliy articulated. They exist in a complex relationship with the 

already articulated and defined, representing "a set, with specific intemal relations, at 



once interlocking and in tension" (102). These structures of feeling refer to the quality of 

social expenence and relationship distinctive to generations or periods that are marked by 

stylistic changes and which are Ulflected by gender. Aesthetic forms and conventions 

oRen O ffer the first evidence of an emerging sûucture of feeling. Williams's description 

of structures of feeling and the way they interact with established forms presents a way to 

understand and explain in the f i h s  discussed the ideologies articulated by Francoism, as 

wrll as their implicit tension with those pre-emergent preçences that were embodied and 

given expression during the transition. The implication of melodramatic sensibility in the 

production and education of feeling, together with the destabilization of gender, allowed 

Sex Clzange and The T r a n s s e . 1  to construct a new image of homosexuality by moving 

away from the self-contained categories of the marica and maricbn. 

Sex Cltnnge's director Vicente Aranda was bom in 1926. Afier working for a 

North h e r i c a n  electronics Company in Venezuela until 1956, Aranda retumed to Spain 

and decided to pursue a film career, CO-directing his first film Bright Future (Brillante 

porvenir) with Romin Gubem in 1964. His next film, the expenmental feature Fata 

ibforgana (1966), is considered the precunor of the Barcelona School Movement. 

Following a senes of failures, he regained the favor of cntics and public with Sa 

Cltatige. The film also inîtiated his long-term collaboration-10 films in 20 years-with 

actress Victoria Abd.  Aranda has shown an inclination to adapt novels that help him to 

explore his favorite theme: female sexuality as agency. In Films like The Girl with the 

Golden Panties (La muchacha de los bragas de Oro, 1979), Time of Silence (Tiernpo de 

siiencio, 1986), the two parts of El Lute (1987 and 1988), Lovers (Amantes, 1991) and 

Libertarias (1996), Aranda has explored how women used sexuality to compensate for 



social repression during the Francoist regime. He also revisited the representation of 

female sexuality in the thriller genre in films such as Murder ut the Central Cornmittee 

(Asesinato en el cornit6 central, 1982), Fanny Strawhair (Fanny Pelopaja, 1984) and 

Inmider (lntndso, 1993). Regarding losé Jara, the director of The Transsex2ial,I have not 

been able to find any information, except that he was bom in 1942, studied Law and that 

this film was his second feature. 

SEX CHANGE 

(Canibio de sexo, Vicente Aranda, 1976) 

JosC Maria (Victoria Abd)  is a sixteen year old who lives with his parents and his sister 

in a Catalonian village. The whole fmily works in a hotel that his father (Fernando 

Sancho) owns. Due to his delicate appearance and attitude, José Man'a is usually 

mistaken for a girl in the restaurant and he is the centre of cruel jokes by other students at 

his high school. His father decides to transform him into a so-called reai man by sending 

him to a f m  as a laborer and taking him to a prostitute in Barcelona. At a cabaret, José 

Maria sees Bibi (Bibi Andersen), a transsexual, performing a full striptease. M e r  José 

Maria suffers a panic attack with the prostitute, his father sends him back to the farm 

threatening to repeat the experience in a month. José Maria runs away to Barcelona after 

stealing some fernaie clothes. He lives in a guesthouse run by Doiia Pilar (Rafaela 

Aparicio), finds work as a hairdresser, and begins to dress in women's clothes when he is 

alone in the house. In the beauty salon, José Maria meets Bibi and becomes her 

hairdresser and fiend. When his sister Lolita (Maria Elias) cornes to visit, José Maria 



dresses as a woman and calls henelf Maria José. In a club, they both meet Pedro (Daniel 

Martin), a man who has followed them. Dressed as Maria José, she begins to date him 

d l ,  upon finding out that she is a man, he fiercely hits her. In an act of desperation, losé 

Maria tries to cut his penis. He r e m s  home willing to please his father, but one day, 

after having discovered a dress, his father violently hits him. As Maria José, she returns 

permanently to Dofia Pilafs house in Barcelona. Bibi introduces Maria José to Durand 

(Lou Castel), the owner of the cabaret, and convinces him to hire her and to cover al1 the 

costs of hrr clinical transformation. After her debut, Maria losé secretly falls in love with 

Durand, but his distant attitude leads her to drink heavily. Durand follows her one night 

atier the show and finds her dancing with a bonle tied up as a phallus surrounded by 

transvestites. Enraged, he forces her to perfonn a full striptease. M e r  realizing that he is 

in love with her, Durand and Maria José fly to an unnarned place where she has sex 

change surgery and becornes a complete ~ornan.~'  

As the above summ;uy makes clear, Ser Change focuses on the process of sexual 

transformation. Being the first film in Spain that directly deals with such a controversial 

theme, the representation of the character is care fully constnicted for audiences to 

understand the transformation taking place. Therefore, the film initially constmcts losé 

Mana as a niarica, when he altemates dressing as a man and as a wornan during his first 

stay in Barcelona, and later as a transsexual when he retums to Barcelona and begins the 

process OF becoming Maria losé. In keeping with Garber's notion (1992) ihat 

"transsexualism dernonstrates that essentialism is cultural construction" (log), the film 

introduces José Maria as a socially recognizable homosexual and then subveas those 

preconceived essentialist notions. The film's strategy serves to expose how gender and 



sexuality are so varied that they cannot be easily categorized and how those categories 

are rnere cultural constructions. In view of this strategy 1 refer to the main character as 

José Maria or Maria José using the correspondent pronouns depending the gender he/she 

is performing at that moment. 

The opening sequence constnicts José Maria as embodying al1 the physical and 

behavioral charactenstics associated with the ntarica. A long Crane shot shows a teenager 

walking d o m  the Street. The short hair and the slim figure-wearing a denirn jacket and 

jeans, carrying a shoulder bag-bas a certain feminine qudity that makes it difficult to 

ascertain the teenager's gender. As the teenager enters a hotel, a man in the reception 

desk calls the teenager "son" and urges him to help in the restaurant. Stopping in a room 

where a baby is crying, the teenager talks to the infant in a materna1 marner when the 

father's voice calls him "José Maria." It is interesthg to note how, in both instances, it is 

the patemal figure who clarifies for the viewer the possible arnbiguity of the teenager's 

gender by addressing him as a male. The feminine attributes of José Maria are reinforced 

in the following wo scenes. The camera cuts to a long shot of the restaurant where he is 

serving at one of the tables. As he moves away to bring the order, one of the customen 

calls him nena (girl). José Man'a looks uncornfortable but does not react and walks 

towards his father who looks with disapproval. There is a cut to a long shot of a 

classroom full of male teenagers banging at their desks and shouting, "we want José 

Maria to cry!" The camera slowly moves towards him and stops in a medium close-up as 

tears begin to roll down his face. 

This identification of José Maria as a hornosexual is reinforced in the scene where 

the teacher tells his mother that José Maria is "too docile and too delicate." The teacher's 



comments articulate a comrnon social response to homosexuality. He qualifies the 

presence of José Maria as a 'tonstant provocation for the rest of the students" and 

wonders if he "must endanger the formation of normal boys" by having José Man'a in the 

class. From that moment on, the gender undecidability embodied by José Mansa triggen 

the rnelodrama as the characters are tom between the cornpliance to and the negotiation 

of gender constnictions. AS Joaquin Jordi, one of the screenwriten, recalls: "1 worked as 

if [Sex Change] was a melodrarna in the style of Douglas Sirk; something wild, false, 

within a genre which does not respect Me but its own laws" (Alvares and Frias 1991, 

104). If melodrama is based, as Peter Brooks (1995) notes, on a moral polarization and 

schematization mainly reflected in the struggle between good and evil (1 1-13), Sex 

Cllatzge is structured not according to polar concepts but around specific conflicts 
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behveen male and fernale sexuality. While the males al1 feel threatened by the gender 

undecidability and are unable to negotiate it, the females are able to express different 

drgrees of empathy. The oniy male exception is Durand, as I will discuss later. 

If José Maria's father embodies the hypermasculine patriarchal dominance 

expected from the heterosexual male in Francoist society, his sexual stability is 

compromised by his exaggerated womanizing machisrno. He displaces his own sexual 

instability onto José Maria by reacting violently every tirne that his son does not act 

within what he considea the real man paradip.  When he finds out about José Maria's 

expulsion from high school, he Marnes the mother for overprotecting their son and 

34 
threatens to kill him if the "bul17s ball" cure does aot succeed. M e r  José Maria's failed 

sexual encounter with the prostitute Fanny, the father takes him back to the fami warning 

hirn that they tvill repeat the trip to Barcelona and adds, 'pray that everything goes right 



because if not I will kick you until 1 break your ass." The violence h d l y  explodes 

during their last interaction. When the father h d s  some female clothes in losé iManra's 

suitcase, he forces him to dress as a woman. Defiantly, the nude José Maria confronts his 

father-the fiontal view denied to viewers as the carnera shows the character's back. 

Then, weanng the red dress, he adopts a provocative corne-on gesture which elicits a slap 

on the face from his father. This action echoes the bnital attack by Pedro earlier in the 

film and connects the ~ V O  male characters. 

Pedro is constructed as the empowered heterosexual male seducer of melodrama. 

The first time we see him, he is sitting alone at one of the tables in the terrace of the bar 

where Lolita is waiting for her brother. The shot-reverse shot of the couple emphasizes 

his flirting attinidr. When Man'a José arrives and winks at hirn, Pedro is s h o w  smiling in 

a close-up. Having followed the sisten to the club, he observes them fiom a distance. 

Yet, the carnera reveals the charactefi' awareness through close-ups and the editing 

clrarly emphasizes that Pedro is not particularly interested in the sisten but in any 

wornan who will react to hirn. His next encounter with Maria José is constructed as a 

romantic scene. They meet again in the club and dance while she repeats romantic lines 

from the TV soap opera she had just watched and he talks as if knowing everything about 

her. This misrecognition on both sides unleashes the drarna in the seduction sequence in 

the sports cornplex. When they arrive, the image is overexposed by the sunset light, 

jiving it a romantic look which contrasts with the coarse walls and harsh lighting of the 

locker room where he has created a bedroom. Althou@ Pedro seems to show empathy 

for Maria José's fear, he remarks on her virginity that "a man does not have many 

oppomuiities like this one." His soon-to-be disempowered heterosexual macho attitude is 



fetishized by the camera panning away, stopping at the huge poster of the O l p p i c  

swimming champion Mark Spitz wearing the seven gold medals eamed at the Munich 

summer garnes of 1972 that dominates the room, and re&g back to the couple after 

Pedro realizes the truth and fhiously hits her. 

The male characters becorne representatives of the repressive power structure and 

the traditional values promoted during Franco's dictatonhip. The traditionalist outlook is 

expressed by the father's cornments, after realizing that Bibi is a transsexual, that he 

fancied the show more when they danced jotas (regional folklore) and sang "La 

violetera" (folkloric songs) and in Pedro's comrnents about the few opportunities left for 

men to have s a  with a virgin. In clear opposition, the fernale univene consmicted in the 

film understands gender beyond the essential boundaries imposed by society and it is able 

to comply to gender undecidability despite extemal appearances. The more independent 

women are Erom male d e ,  the stronger their empathy and solidarity with José Maria. His 

mother is able to face the teacher's criticism when her husband is not present, yet, unable 

to escape the patriarchal dominance of her husband, she reproaches her son of having 

brought "hrll to their home" when José Maria retunis home after his mutilation attempt. 

Similarly, Lolita enjoys partying with Maria José in Barcelona and tells her that she will 

like her to be permanently a woman but breaks down when she must retum home, 

confessing that their father had sent her. In the same way, Fanny tries to seduce José 

Maria in front of his father in a vulgar way, yet acts very genily when they are both alone 

in her room. As a truly independent woman, Doiia Pilar, the owner of the guesthouse, is 

the one who shows unconditional solidarity to José i W a .  In the scene when she retunis 

to the house with her boyfhend fïnding José Maria dressed as a wornan, she apologizes 



for arriving early and ignores the man's criticim by leading him away. When José Maria 

retums to Barcelona to permanently become Maria José, Dofia Pilat becomes a surrogate 

mother not only advising her about clothes and make up, but lending her one of her o m  

outfits and later on moving to the new apartment to help Maria José during the hormonal 

treatment. 

During his fmt stay in Barcelona, José Maria moves progressively towards the 

ferninine. As José Man'a, he works as a hairdresser, a profession which was socially 

associated with the nrarica. The scenes in which he dresses as a woman accentuate this 

association. As Maria José, the identity she constructs relies on an exaggerated 

kmininity. In the sequence when José Maria is alone in the guesthouse on a Sunday, he 
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puts on a night-gown whiIe listening to a women's program on the radio. A series of 

shots show her sewing, putting on a red dress, and having breakfast in front of the TV 

listening to a soap opera and repeating its romantic lines which later on she uses in her 

conversation with Pedro. B y crossing back and forth between genders, the character 

seems to confirm the heterosexual expectations that entrench the maricn's visibility. 

These expeciations are shattered in the mutilation scene. The impossibility of a gender 

duality, embedded in the concept of marica, is represented in Maria José's dual reflection 

dunng her desperate action. As Maria José tries to cut off her male genitalia, her image is 

reflected simultaneously in two mirrors. The camera shows her face(s) as she opens the 

razor and expresses his pain when she brings it down. Only then, there is a cut to a close- 

up that shows a drop of blood ninning d o m  her thighs. 

Afier retuming to his family, the film summarizes the progressive transformation 

of José Maria into Maria José in a montage sequence accompanied by classical music. 



Despite being assigned an arduous work regime by his father, the performance of 

repetitive tasks is presented as evolving fiom a masculine to a femuline world: from 

doing accounting while his father observes him, to cleaning the pool to cutting a 

waterrnelon in the kitchen and helping a maid to load the washing machine. This 

evolution climaxes when a defiant José Maria wearing a dress becomes Maria José in 

Front of his father. As she is liberated Eom patnarchal dominance, we never see José 

Maria ajain. The next shot shows Maria José back in Barcelona looking for Bibi in the 

cabaret. The de fini tive psychological and physical process of transformation of Maria 

José is presented in a montage sequence again with classical music on the soundtrack, 

which altemates shots of Bibi and Durand talking to her with shots of diverse beauty 

treatrnmts: electrolysis, depilation, massages, piercing and make up. While the radier 

work montage presented José Maria in rather realistic medium and long shots, this time 

the imagery consists of stylized facial close-ups of Mana José. The transsexual has 

imposçd herself in the narrative and she is going to remain there for the rest of the film 

until her final se l  change following the surgery. 

Despite the melodrarnatic construction of the narrative, the film maintains a 

distanced approach that tones dom,  rather than accentuates, the melodrarnatic elements. 

Aranda, who got the concept for the film fiom a press clip in Le Nouvel Observateur 

about a Belgian transsexual who had died during an illegal sex change surgery, 

comrnented in some interviews that "the story [in the film] is told in a very clinical form. 

What we wanted was to descnbe a singular case, but without emphasizing the possible 

rnorbidity of the theme. If there was rnorbidity we didn't refuse it but it wasn't something 
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that we were looking for" (Alvares and Frias 1991, 104). in fact, the working title of the 



film was A CZinical Story. From this perspective, Sa Change c m  be read as documenthg 

the case of a woman trapped in a male body and the long process of transformation she 

must undergo. Yet, since Maria José's ambition is to become a real woman who can find 

love and happiness in a heterosexual mamage, the film can also be read as a subversive 

transsexual woman's film. The opposition between the elaborately structured series of 

melodrarnatic situations nipturing the ordinary realism of the case study recalls Peter 

Brooks's rede finition (1 976) of rnelodrama. Brooks de fines melodrama as an abiding 

mode in the modern imagination characterized by excess. He claims that the extravagant 

representations and moral intensity of melodrama simultaneously place it in opposition to 

the realistic mode while requinng a realistic context (viii-xvi). Aranda recognized that 

undcr the melodrmatic sûucture of the girl who goes to the city and becomes famous 

while also finding true love lies the real story of the intimate desire of becoming another: 

There was a moment in which 1 was quite astonished about what I was 

doing. Néstor Almendros, the cinematographer of the film, told me 

sornething that, suddenly, clarified everything. Our film didn't tell the life 

of a transsexual exclusively; that was only an anecdote, a metaphor to 

address something more genenc, personality, subjectivity. At heart, we 

were filming 'The Ugly Duckling" (Alvares and Frias 199 1, 104). 

This is precisely how melodrama hinctions in Ser Change. The film raises a 

cornplex series of subversive ironies which try 'bot only to show, but to suggest beyond 

what is shown"(Guarner 1985, 20). Considering that the idea for the film f i t  came to 



Aranda in 1972 and that different scripts were consistently refbsed by censorship until its 

approval in 1976, it invites an alternative reading as a metaphor for a Spain that wants to 

change. The charactea represent different social classes and positions on democratic 

change. Patriarchy (the father and Pedro), economic power (the father) and culture (the 

teacher) react against the destabilization of noms and the possibility of social change 

ernbodied by José MarialMaria José. In contrast, female characters ernbody the focus of 

resistance exercised by the minority goups during the dictatorship years and the need of 
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solidarity to accomplish the objectives of change. The construction of these polar 

binaries-male and fernale sexuality, patnarchal laws and transgressive desire, tradition 

and change, dictatonhip and democracy-around the figure of a transsexual character 

enables the film to express the category crisis present in Spanish society at that time. 

While the narrative consmcts the main character in a way which allows the 

viewer to identiG with the figure of the eanssexual, "the extraordinary power of 

[transsexuaiism] to disrupt, expose, and challenge, putting in question the very notion of 

the 'original' and of stable identityW(Garber 1992, 16) is given to the character of Bibi, a 

spectacular looking femde and a real life transsexual who did not exist in the first 

treatrnents of the script but was incorporated shonly before production. As Aranda has 

explained, 

I was thinking about the film and by chance 1 went to 'Starletts', a cabaret 

in Barcelona. There 1 met Bibi, who was performing a number based on 

the pretense that she was a woman and at the end showing her real sex. I 

thought that it was a way to introduce in the film an element of reality 



with a documentary value. . . . What we saw in that world was temfjmg 

and deserved to be in the script. We had a written plot. but what 

surrounded us was much more dramatic and terrible (Alvares and Fnas 

1991, 108-9). 

Bibi becomes a metaphor for the dissonant realities that had been hidden to Spaniards and 

nerded to be faced and accepted. Bibi carries the awareness that, for Spain to become a 

modem nation, the traditional values promoted by the dictatorship had to be refused. The 

film introduces Bibi perfoming the act that made her farnous during the transition. 

Offerin; an alternative, and condensed version, of Fanny's previous act, she performs a 

provocative striptease. To see another woman perfoming does not corne as a surprise. 

This normality is reinforced by the narrative when Fanny asks José Maria what he thinks 

of Bibi. As viewers, we must agree with José Mm'a's assessment that she is very 

beautilul. Therefore, the display of her male genitalia acquires a shock value. This 

display has a double objective. On the one hand, it introduces the existence of 

transsexuals to José Maria and reinforces the traditional macho attitude of his father. On 

the other hand, it confronts heterosexual viewers with their own reactions and 

consequently with questions about character identification. A s  Bibi says in a later scene, 

her penis is cmcial to her performance, because it proves the double nature of her act as a 

dancer and as a woman which must be read against two different sets of noms; without 

it, she has to rely solely on her own talent without the uncanny spectacle of the 

hybridization of the sexes. Thus, her character serves two distinct functions. As a real 

transsexual, she is a vehicle for heterosexual viewer empathy with Jose Maria's sex 



change because the viewer sees a woman-Victoria Abd-playing a man who desires to 

be a woman. As a character, Bibi is codified by melodrama. Paralleling her 

transformation into a real woman &er having surgery, Bibi becomes the fnend 

transfomed into rival for the love of the hero. 

m i l e  the other male characters function as melodramatic villains, Durand is 

constructed as a representative of social change. His shift kom Pygmalion to romantic 

inreres t fo llows melodramatic niles perfectly. Because he is the detached cabaret 

impresario who exploits sexuality as part of his business, self-interest guides his 

treatment of Maria José. M e r  showing some interest in her, he becomes distant when 

Bibi surprises them kissing in the dressing room. hmediately aAer forcing Maria José to 

sing "Mi cosita" (My Little Thing) while performing a hl1 striptease in the cabaret, he 
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apologizes and admits his love. The change of Durand's feelings has a double purpose. 

First, Durand's redemption by love provides the happy ending required by melodnma. 

Second, because it is not sexually threatening, it represents the possibility of change for 

the male characten and by extension the viewen. If Durand's awareness of a dissonant 

reality allows him to evolve as a human being, ço too can society evolve, by rehsing 

repressive traditional values and accepting-and incorporating-different sexual 

identities into the reaIity of modem Spain. 

If Aranda's distanced approach de-dramatizes the melodramatic, as  discussed 

above, the mode of the last ten minutes of the film accentuates the possibility-of-change 

message. The sex change surgery is shown through a detailed slide show. The graphic 

drawings demonstrate that a sex change is basicaliy a simple inversion: "The skin of the 

penis, still with its tube-like shape, is tumed inside out . . . and inserted into the new 



cavity . . . [which] becomes a functioning vagina." The slide show becomes a Mly 

didactic expenence for the viewers while, at the same tirne, it justifies the tnirhfuhess of 

the story emphasizing the simplicity of transformation. Sex Change ends with a close-up 

of Maria José, looking directly at the camera, while a voice over narrator irifoms us that 

shr had her Fust female orgasm six months Iater. Through this declaration regarding her 

sexuality and pleasure-with Maria José facing the camera and thus the audience as a 

neiv rvoman-she is incorporated into the subjective consciousness of society. As Garber 

(1 992) notes: 

Transsexualism as depicted in films, novels, and memoin, paradoxically 

arnounted in effect to a new essenlialism. . . . The body was again the 

focus of gender determination. The boundary lines of gender and of 

subjrctivity, never clear or precise, their very uncertainty the motivation 

behind the amious desire to define, to delimit, to know, are not only being 

constantly redrawn, but also are receding inward, toward the mystenous 

locale of 'subjectivity,' away fkom the visible body and its artifacts 

(107-8). 

If Maria José has been able to transform henelf, and by extension Durand, into new 

subjects, so the audience, as witnesses, may become aware that transformation is possible 

despite arduous labour and sufferùig. For a society beginnhg to face change, the message 

of assimilation and transformation came loud and clear. If Spain was to become a full 

democracy, al1 had the right to be themselves and to be accepted for what they were. 



THE TRANSSmAL 

(El transexual, José Jara, 1977) 

Lona (Agata Lys), is the main attraction in "Gay Club", a cabaret of transvestites. One 

night, she meeis Sergio ('Paul Naschy) an ambitious journalist who convinces her to write 

an article about her trançsexual life and expenences. When Lona mysteriously 

disappears, Sergio tries to locate her but his investigation leads nowhere. Nobody seems 

to know what happened; not even at the cabaret where another perforrner has replaced 

her. Slowly, Srrgio begins to follow different clues that bnng him to Eduardo (Vicente 

Pana), a professor of theology engaged to Lona. Realizing that Lona was in love with 

Eduardo, Sergio finally finds out that she has been admitted to a hospital for an illegal 

sex change operation. When Sergio and Eduardo arrive at the hospital, it is too late. Lona 

has died durin2 suqery. Intermittently, the plot is interrupted by the first person address 

narrative of Yeda Brown, a real-li fe transsexua1.j9 

Like Sex Change, ne Trnnsse.nial is constructed as a didactic melodrarna. Yet, 

while Sex Change integrates both modes in a fluid way, constructing beiievable 

characters and bringing the viewer along in the process of discovering the realities of 

transsexualism, The Transsexual separates both modes to become two films in one. On 

the one hand the rnelodramatic elements are consmicted through Sergio's investigation 

and fiashbacks that tell Lona's story. On the other hand, the didactic justification for the 

ficiional narrative is constnicted with Yeda Brown, a Bratilian transsexual, telling her 

life and explaining the psychological and physicai processes of transformation involved 

in transsexualism. Hence, the strategy of The Transsenial is completely different from 

that of S a  Change because instead of subvening social preconceived notions of 



homosexuality, the film addresses an already present reality and exposes the ciramatic 

consequences of social repression. 

The main problem of n e  T r m s e w l  is that, in contrast to Se. Change, it 

disallows any affective identification with Lona. Although it is a film about her, her 

character is totally underdeveloped. The few scenes in which she appears try to represent 

different aspects of her personality but fail to go beyond mere sketches, creating an 

irnplausib le subject. Furthemore, the schematic figuration of the supporting characters 

and the confusing Fragmentation of the plot de-emphasize the engagement that 

melodrarna could brhg to the story. Yet, the inclusion of the film in this thesis, despite its 

failed intentions, relates to its ability to address sexuality in an explicit way in the context 

of the recently disappeared censorship and to the references to the social reality of the 

transition comprised in the more engaging real-life segments with Yeda Brown. 

The total disappearance of censoehip, prior to the film's release, is noticeable in 

nvo ways. First, it is indirectly addressed by Yeda Brown. Taking about the nomality of 

her sexual relationships, and mentioning the high sensitivity of her vagina, she looks off 

camera to inquire if her comments are pennitted by censorship. The fact that she 

continues talkinp without interruption becomes a statement for the now acquired Eeedom 

to say anythmg on screen. The second way is through the gratuitous presentation of 

female nudity, as when the carnera lingen on a bare-breasted female customer dancing in 

the club. 

As in Ser Change, The Transsewl constructs the male characters as Milains. 

While in the former they represent male fear of gender undecidability, in the latter they 

serve to cnticize heterosexual gender performance and to justiQ some female nudity. 



Sergio is constmcted in an unsympathetic way. He works for a sensationalist tabloid 

newspaper and his interest in Lona is purely exploitative. She provides him an 

oppominity to write a scandalous article which may implicate important social figures. 

Even in his relation with other characters, there is no sign of carhg but only self-interest 

in finding Lona. His hypermasculinity is questioned by his regular visits to the "Gay 

Club" and his only sexual encounter, with Loti, is intempted aAer he screams in pain 

because one of her e h n p s  has hurt him. 

The Transse-niai presents the social reality of transvestites and transsexuals, 

exposing a world that was more visible during the transition. The film contains scenes 

depicting their cabaret performances to reveal aspects of this world that were probably 

known to the viewen due to media coverage. To counteract what is already familiar, the 

film also contains scenes showing transvestites and transsexuals in the intimacy of their 

homes to offer a glirnpse of daily life away from the stage. Although these scenes can be 

considered exploitative, especially the binh and the wedding scene which 1 will discuss 

later, the film justifies them through the interview fragments with Yeda Brown 

explaining the meaning of those realities. 

What is more intriguing is the apparent contradiction between Brown's emphasis 

on the essentialist aspects of transsexualism and the narrative emphasis on the 

constructedness of gender in Lona's story. This apparent contradiction becomes manifest 

in the opening credit sequence. As the credits beg@ to appear, there is an inserted 

medium shot of Yeda Brown, a good-looking woman, sitting and looking directly at the 

canera. She be,@ to explain the differences of what heterosexual viewen might 

consider a homogeneous homosexual world by detinuig four categones: homosexual, 



bisexual, transvestite and transsexual. She continues by explainhg that she belongs to the 

last category because she '%as bom as a boy, treated as a boy but inside 1 was a @l." 

While listening to her comments, we see the images of a transvestite getting dressed and 

applying make up. Hence, while her remarks stress the essentialist nature of her 

transsexualism, the film is showing the mechanisrns of gender construction. 

The apparent contradiction is carried on in some of the other interview segments 

where Broyn eexplains how different doctors mentioned that she had an excess of 

ferninine hormones and a certain degree of hermaphroditism that could be solved with "a 

small surgery" to define her sex. in fact, what this apparent contradiction addresses, as 

already mentioned in regards to Sex Change, is what Marjorie Garber (1992) calls 

"transsexual zone", a zone which exposes how "transsexuaiism is both a confirmation of 

the constructedness of gender and a seconciary recourse to essentialism"(I09). Garber 

notes how as we turn to medical discourses for specidcity and distinction, gender 

categories and boundkes become more blurred. She explains that, despite the efforts of 

some medical experts to explain transsexualism as a mental state, the medical discourse 

invariably becomes a succession of gendered subjective elements: surgical alterations, 

hoimonal treatments and social styles. Although the transsexual body is not an absolute 

insigia of anything, it makes gender references seem knowable because of its emphatic 

interest in gender-marked and gender coded identity structures (106-10). 

This significant interest in gender-coded identity structures justifies some of the 

sequences in the film which would otherwise look sensationalistic and exploitative. For 

instance, when the transvestite Soraya explains to Sergio that the last time she saw Lona 

was when Jacobo was born, a Bashback sequence shows her in bed screaming and 



attended by other transvestites acting as mid-wives. In a voice-over Brown recounts how 

as a child she used to simulate being pregnant using dolls. She explains that for 

homosexuals and nanssexuals to want children is not a sickness which should be mocked, 

but an expression of their pure feelings to be respected. She justifies this purity by 

explaining that affectivity is equally composed of male and female features, thus creating 

a stronger sensibility that distinguishes them from the rest of the people. This plea for 

understanding validates what may otherwise be seen as a merely sensationalistic 

recreation of' heterosexual identity structures. Rather than mocking social constructions, 

transsexuals are trying to emphasize gender categories. It is this discome that makes 

intelligible a later sequence in which Sergio attends a wedding ceremony in a private 

home between Toni Greco, one of the club performers, and Soraya, dressed in a 

sprctacular brida1 gown. The possible mockery of the ceremony is counteracted by the 

fact that the couple sign a legal document of common goods. Their act expresses how 

despite the blurred gender identities, there is an affective identification with the symbols 

o f' heterosexual marriage. 

Like Durand in Sex Change, Eduardo represents the possibility of change for male 

characters and, as the love interest, he is constmcted according to the conventions of 

melodrarna. From the begiming, he is introduced as a shy man who confesses to Sergio 

that he is in love with a beautihl woman and knows that this relationship may not be 

successful. The progress of Eduardo's affair with Lona is given in three flashback 

sequences. The fint one shows a h t  encounter with the characten bumping into each 

other at the club and includes a series of close-up reaction shots of both as Lona leaves. 

The second shows Eduardo offering Lona an engagement ring after one of her 



performances. The melodramatic elements are emphasized in their dialogue through 

sentences like "1 would love to stop tirne", "1 will always be with yod', and '%e patient, 

someday 1 will tell you the tntth." Following these conventions, the third sequence begllis 

with a montage of different shots showing the couple in the countryside laughing, 

walking and kissing. The shift fiom idyllic to dramatic takes place when they arrive io 

Lona's home and Eduardo tries to make love to her. Lona refises and when he tries to 

force her, she locks herself in the bathroom. The romantic construction of Eduardo's 

character is undermined by his reaction to Lona's mie gender. When Lona tells him that 

she used to be a man, he reacts angrily because he imagines everybody at the cabaret 

laughing at his ignorance. By calling her a circus freak, he reveals his heterosexual 

concem for social appearances. As Lona undresses in fiont of him asking whether or not 

she is a real woman, he is unable to express his true feelings for her and sobs. In spite of 

admitting to Scrgio that he loves her, Eduardo is punished by the end of the film. As he 

searches for Lona in the hospital, he cornes across a cotpse and is unaware that it is hers. 

Through the punishment of Eduardo, the film addresses and confms  its moral message 

that intransigence and fear of social prejudices only c m  lead to failure and death. 

The excessive melodramatic tone of the narrative is justified in the film by its 

message against social inûansigence. The illegality of performing sex change operations 

in Spain is the driving force behind the plot. Sergio's difficulties to fïnd Lona are 

rnotivated by the sort of underground system that enables transsexuals to fulfill their 

dream. Yeda Brown c o b s  the dangers of this illegal procedure. Her direct address 

statrment, durùig Lona's sex change surgery, stresses that the nsks of the surgical 

intervention derive from its illegality due to the lack of clinical support in the case of 



medical complications. The last sequence of the film invites the viewer to judge the 

outcome of a full sexual change by presenting Brown's cabaret striptease performance. 

After a shot of Eduardo wandering along a hospital comdor searching for Lona, there is a 

Fade to black and a male voice announces Yeda Brown as a sex mystery. With the direct 

address, "1s it a man? 1s it a woman? Judge for yourself," and Brown's ensuing 

performance, the film solicits fiom the viewers a recognition that what they are seeiiig is 

a real woman, understanding the benefits that change in social standards-in this 

particular case, the iegalization of sex change surgery-can bring to individuals in a 

dernocratic society. 

The implication of a melodramatic sensibility in the production and education of 

feeling, together with the destabilization of gender, allowed Ser Change and nie 

Trnnssertral ro construc t a new image of homosexuality detached fkom the self-contained 

catcgones of mnrica and marich. On a surface level, melodrarna is used to provoke 

empathy in both a heterosexual and homosexual viewer towards a controvenial figure. 

For heterosexual viewers, the transsexual is initially presented as a non-threatening 

character, because at a narrative level what Maria José and Lona try to achieve through 

surgery is an established gender identification towards the fulfillment of their dream for a 

conventional heterosexual marriage. This reassurance is equally reiriforced by the fact 

that the transsexual is played by an actor of the gender to which the character aspires. 

Seeing both Victoria Abnl and Agata Lys playhg a man who desires to be a woman 

rnables heterosexual viewen to identiQ with the process of sex change. Yet, when we 



see female stars perfotming such complex sexualities, particularly alongside real-life 

transsexuals like Bibi Andersen and Yeda Brown, the power of their sexual mobility 

becornes subversive, regardless of the outcome of the narrative evoking the radical socio- 

political and cultural changes that Spain was undergokg at the time. For homosexuals, 

the transsexual has been controversial because she is seen as denying her own 

homosexuality by searching for a full integration within heterosexual noms and even 

adopting homophobic attitudes. In Ser Change and The Transse.rua1, transsexualism cm 

be read as a metaphor for the process towards a democratic society where former stable 

identities are shattered. Through these characters, the films present sema1 transgression 

of prevailing social boundaries as a possibility-an imperative for the characters-to 

break away frorn repression and, by presenting femaleness as social performance, contest 

the socially accepted notion of gendered identity as a natural, biological fact. 

1 remernber that 1 saw The Transsextral for the fint time in a double program with 

Emmantrelle (Just Jaeckin, 1974) in 1977. Despite being a sofi-core product constructed 

to fulfill heterosexual fantasies, the French film impressed me for its philosophy of 

carefree and mobile sexuality. Watching immediately after The Transserual, 1 was just as 

bored by its narrative as captivated by Yeda Brown. She embodied a similar discourse of 

sexual rnobility but her sexual preferences were similar to mine. Although 1 did not feel 

like a woman trapped in a man's body as she did, she presented me with the recognition 

that it was possible to carry out your sexual option despite social opposition. When a 

couple of weeks later 1 was able to sneak in a downtown movie theatre to see Ser 

Change, I was totally fascinated with the film and especially with Bibi Andersen. Along 

with having the same sexual discourse, the film presented me with a world in my city, 



Barcelona, that I did not know existed. Once 1 located the cabaret where Bibi was 

performing, 1 went there a few times and saw her entering the club. Her stunnùig female 

beauty and her reassuring attitude confirmed for me what I was beginning to realize: in a 

dernocratic society we al1 have the nght to be ourselves regardless our sexual orientation. 

B y accomplishing that we would comply with the true meaning of convivencia. 
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VINDICATING DEMOCRACY: MELODRAMA 

AS PAMPHLET 

Laura Desfor (1998) observes that the new beginning for Spanish society was not merely 

the debut o,f national reconciliation and convivencio; yet, most importantly, it marked the 

debut of cleniocraq. Democracy was the theme of the transition; it became the new civil 

religion. Democracy was understood as a system of popular sovereignty and public 

liberties as well as a system of open dialogue, drbating problems in depth without taboos, 

and consensus, accepting the majority (51-2). This understanding is what links 

deeniocrncy with national reconciliation and convivencia. Just as popular sovereignty 

syrnbolically opposes authoritarianism-with its implicit violencedialogue and 

compromise syrnbolically oppose confrontation and demagogy-with their implicit 

irrationality and extremism (53-5). Democracy also implied modernization. The 

transition fÏom Francoism to democracy meant that Spain would be transformed into a 

modem western European nation, both in the sense of acceptance into European political 

and economic organizations, and in the sense of attaining status within western European 

intellectual and cultural cornrnunities (56-7). In this chapter, i discuss how Hidden 

Pleastrres and The Deputy, both directed by Eloy de ia Iglesia, address directly al1 the 

syrnbolic meanings of democracy, and their implicit dichotomies, that appeared during 

the Spanish transition. 



Born in 1944, Eloy de la Iglesia directed plays for the Children's Popular Theatre and 

wrote scripts for children's television programs before making his fint feature, Fantasia 

3, a irilogy of fairy tales, in 1966. With nie Glass Roof (El techo de cristal, 1970) de la 

Iglesia obtained his first box-office success. The film borrows conventions Erom the 

thriller and honor genres to tell a story containin; strong sexual connotations. Despite his 

continuai problems with c e n s o r ~ h i ~ ~ ~  he continued on the same line with films like 

Caiirribal Man (La semana del usesino, 1972), To Love, Perhaps to Die (Lino gota de 

saitgre para ntorir arnatido / Le bal dti vaudou, 1973) and Games of Forbidden Love 

(Jiiegos de nmor prohibido, 1975). With the sofiening and disappearance of censoahip 

de la Iglesia begins to include explicit sexual scenes meant to shock audiences. He 

explores the consequences of sexual repression in contemporary Spain in films like The 

Other Chamber (La otru alcoba, 1976), ?Re Cmture  (La criaturu, 1977) and me 

Mi~zister 5 IViJe (La rnujer del ministro, 1 98 1). With Criminais (Navajeros, 1 98O), de la 

Iglesia initiates a series of films reflecting marginal youth and drug abuse which 

culminates with 77le Shot (El pico, 1983>-one of the top ten of al1 time in the Spanish 

box office-and its sequel in 1984. After a personal adaptation of Henry James's The 

Tirrn of the Screw (Otra vuelta de tiierca, 1985), he returned to the marginal youth theme 

for The Tobacconist from Vallecas (La estanqtrera de Vallecas, 1987), as of now his last 

film. 

Equipo "Cartelera Turia" (1983) classifies Eloy de la Iglesia7s films as purely 

commercial venues with themes of high impact closer to the tabloids (256). In a 

dictionary of Spanish filmmaken (n.p., ad.), his films are described as an "excuse for the 

exhibitionism of sexual perversions or pathological behaviors" (159). Yet. Paul Julian 



Smith (1992) defines them as representing 'hhat  is perhaps a unique moment during the 

transition to democracy when the topic of homosexuality and the mass audience 

coincided in the Spanish cinema" (129). In the ody contemporary critical account that de 

la Iglesia's films received, Javier Vega (1981) takes a matenalist approach. If cinema is a 

tool used by the governmental power to reproduce ideology, films are equally 

interventions that challenge dominant ideology. The films are politicized f?om this point 

of view because de la Iglesia uses cinema as "a way of defending the interests of the 

people talking about the things which are being talked in the Street, the things which 'are 

a problem' in the country at this moment" (23). 

The option chosen by de la Iglesia recalls the debate between Bertolt Brecht and 

Grorg Lukacs regarding the effectiveness of drarna in the 1920s and 1930s. Brecht 

considered viewen as detached individuals capable of using their minds critically, so he 

sought to estrange the audience fiom the drarnatic action to make them adopt a cntical 

attitude. Lukacs sought to bring the audience to identiQ with the tragic hero to undergo 

an emotional cleansing or catharsis. Being an avowed Marxist like Brecht, de la Iglesia 

considers cinema to be an instrument to denounce poverty and economic exploitation. 

Yet, his approach is closer to Lukacs. His films are a biend of honesty and radicalism that 

forces the spectator through emotional involvement to take a stand without hiding behind 

the fallacy of objectivity. The power of persuasion of the films does not rely on exquisite 

images but on strong exposition and narrative force. This creative decision implies a 

reduction of the mise-en-scène to a strictly functional role, evoking a cornparison of the 

films with pamphlets (Vega 1981, 24). A pamphlet is a rhetorical mode characterized by 

its extreme and redundant tone, by a conjuncture with discourse that nonetheless contains 



more general theoretical claims. De la Iglesia aâapts these features to his films but, unlike 

the pamphlet, the aesthetic and technical simpiicity are a conscious option, not merely an 

economical consequence of limited resources. Together with the consideration that the 

pamphlet is not a traditional narrative genre, this simplicity makes his films particularly 

difficult to read in conventional academic ternis. This narrative technique becomes more 

refined by its rigorous application in every consecutive film. The choice of using a 

mainstream genre like melodrama allows the films to make the pamphlet structure 

entertaining to audiences. Melodrama is used as a basic structure to expose the topic, yet 

the films become "highly closed, with an exceptional absence of 'noise' in a formalist 

sense" (Vega 198 1,25). 

HIDDEN PL ERSURES 

(Los Placeres Oatltos, Eloy de la Iglesia, 1976) 

Eduardo (Simon Andreu) cornes fiom a well-positioned farnily. He manages a bank 

branch and is a homosexual. His sexual encountee with male prostitutes are clandestine. 

He picks them up either on the Street or in public washrooms. One day he meets Miguel 

(Tony Fuentes), a working-class youth, at the exit of a business academy. In his effort to 

seduce him, Eduardo decides to protect the youth by offering him a job in a Company and 

employing him as an assistant for a book he is writing. Miguel has a girlfiend, Carmen 

(Beatriz Rossat), but also maintains sexuai relations with Rosa (Charo Lopez), a married 

woman. Slowly, Eduardo falls in love with Miguel, and when he reveals his feelings, 

Miguel rejects him and disappears. Only after Eduardo is assaulted in his apamrient by 



Nes (Angel Pardo) and a group of male prostitutes, Miguel returns and accepts his 

fhendship. Knowing that he never will become his lover, Eduardo establishes a father- 

son relationship with both Miguel and C m e n .  Everythuig works perfectly until Rosa, 

resentful for being abandoned by Miguel, seduces Nes to plot a revenge by insinuating to 

Carmen's parents that Miguel is homosexual. Having been banned from seeing Cannen 

and afier being attacked by Nes and his fkiends, Miguel goes to Eduardo's bank and 

causes a scanda1 by outing him publicly. Alone again, Eduardo is relaxing in his 

apartment when the doorbell rings. He looks through the peephole and smiles. The film 

ends wirh a freeze-frarne of his face in close-up as he opens the door.'" 

Different fiom other rnovies which rely on a surprise factor by revealing the main 

character's homosexuality when the plot is well advanced, Hidden Pleasures makes it 

explicit in the opening sequence by implicating the viewer in the visual economy of 

homosexual voyeunsm and the eroticization of the male body as the object of a 

commercial transaction. n i e  film begins with a medium long shot of a naked young man 

in the shower. The carnera follows him to the bedroom, where he starts to dry hirnself. A 

cut to a medium shot shows a middle-aged man in a dressing gown. Crosscutting between 

the watching man and the dressing youth suggest that the shots of the latter are from the 

man's point of view. The man takes some money Born his gown and gives it to the youth. 

As they move to the door, the dialogue reveals the commercial nature of their relation: 

Boy: C m  you spare some money for the taxi? 

Eduardo: OK. Here you are. Maybe we could pet together agah sometime. 

Boy: Give me your phone number and 1'11 cal1 you. 



Eduardo: No. I'm hardly ever at home. 1'11 see you around. 

Boy: 1 hang around the billiards halls a lot. So you h o w .  

Edtrardo: Al1 right. One of these days 1'11 drop by. 

The spectator is asked to identi@ with the gay male gaze and is therefore 

posirioned to respond to the eroticized male body from that perspective. José M. Cortés 

(1997) notes that the male body is the most personal and social symbol of human identity 

and is the site for the production of desire and meaning whereby economic and moral 

power is affirmed and destabilized in permanent tension (126). The body acts as a 

metaphor or symbol of the self. It becomes a code which allows us to read and 

understand how wi: see ourselves and how we are seen. Social and sexual roles are 

normalized ihrough stereotypical models apprehended both culnirally and ideologically . 

Thus, as mentioned before, in Spain, the homosexual is made visible only as an 

tffeminate construction. The opening sequence of Hidden Pleusures is important because 

for the first timr in Spanish cinema, the vision of the male body is not offered fiom the 

nraricu's point of view, therefore, at least on the surface, devoid of erotic connotation. 

Here the viewer is asked to identib with a masculine gay character, the feared maricon. 

This identification is emphasized in other scenes of the film. For instance, when Eduardo 

spies on Miguel and Carmen in the park, the blurred green foreground reveals, with a 

change of focus, to be shmbs behind which Eduardo is hiding. Again, when the young 

couple is having sex in Eduardo's apartment, the focus shifts from a framed photograph 

of Eduardo in the foregound to the naked couple in the backgound. In both moments, as 

in the opening sequence, the spectator is implicated in Eduardo's homosexual voyeurim, 



and the change of perspective within a single shot emphasizes the irreconcilability of the 

three gazes in the film: Eduardo's objectification of young men, especially Miguel, 

Miguel's eroticization of Carmen and that of the viewer positioned between the 

homosexual and the heterosexuai gaze. 

The so-called safer heterosexual gaze on the female body is always destabilized 

by Eduardo's position as the main character. Ody  during the first erotic encounter 

behveen Miguel and Rosa does the film offer the female body as an object of pleasure. 

Rosa remains naked in front of the camera and her body is shown without any 

interference in its integrity in a static medium long shot. Once we are aware of Eduardo's 

arnorous feelings towards Miguel, the film seems to shy away from showing the laner 

heterosexual encounten by the camera always moving away. The most significant 

example is the sequence where, for the first tirne, Miguel makes love to Carmen at the 

lake. Constnicted to emphasize the romantic throua the bucolic setting and melodic 

soundtrack, this sequence uses three cuts to change from a medium close-up to an 

extreme long shot as soon as the young couple begin to kiss. The viewer is denied the 

erotic gaze of the Cemale body by being sihiated in a position that seems to remind us not 

to betray Eduardo's feelings. 

The movement in the opening sequence from the inside to the door of the 

apartment is not accidental. Eduardo listens through the door to make sure that the male 

prostiture has gotten into the elevator and only after he is convinced of that he moves 

away, puts on a record of classical music and relaxes whilr tanning under a sunlarnp. The 

door becomes the border between the private and social space announcing the separation 

of affectivity and objectification. In his apartment, protected behind the safety of the 



closed door, Eduardo is able to express his real feelings without any fear. Outside the 

aparmient, relations are always mediated by economic exchange or by social repression. 

It is in his apartment where he confesses his love to Miguel and where Raiil reminds him 

that their relation was love, too. Eduardo's reaction when Miguel goes to the bedroom 

with one of the fernale prostitutes shows that he is oblivious to the other prostitute's 

reaction. Only in the security of his apartment or in non-urban spaces, can real feelings be 

expressed. In a montage sequence, Eduardo, Miguel and Carmen are shown having fun 

on a roller coaster and having a picnic on a lake. It is during the picnic that Eduardo 

confesses to Carmen his real feelings for Miguel, asswing her that he will never try 

anything because he loves them both. She accepts the situation without reservation 

because he has been honest with her. The scene concludes with undenvater shots of the 

three characters swirnming and having fun, reinforcing that their relationship is only 

possible away From the socially constrained urban environment. 

The sublimation of the total1 y asexualized relationship between Eduardo and 

Miguel is an intelligent strategy. The narrative presents for the first time a gay hero to the 

Spanish mainstream heterosexual society and thus needs to fmd a way to create empathy 

for him without hiding his sexuality. By constructing a positive image of the homosexual, 

the narrative redeems Eduardo and makes him sympathetic through a sublimated love. 

The aspects of his sexuality that are considered sordid are shown to be a consequence of 

society's refusal of homosexuality; of being confmed to the closet. The conventional 

heterosexual fear of contamination is subverted by showing how Eduardo is able to 

respect Miguel's heterosexuality without compting hun. If the drarna takes place, it is a 



consequence of society's Uitransigence and not because of the attitude of the homosexual 

charac ter. 

As the narrative develops, Hidden Pleasures creates "a theoretical 

framework"(Aapilar and Llinh 1996, 133) to oRer a (re)presentation of the homosexual 

according to identifiable socio-cultural stxuctures: the ephebe and its iconography as 

representation of male desire and the figuration of homosexual identities according to the 

codes of meIodruna. The construction of the young man as an object of desire is based 

on the tradition of the classic European culture of the ephebe. José M. Cortés (1997) 

relates the origin of this conception of male beauty to the myths of Narcissus and Saint 

Sebastian. The former represents a triple ambiguity related to an identity which is 

"continuously changing, transitory and brief, observing that d l  in life is simulacrum", to 

a desire which is "ungraspable, a sad loving lament," and to the masculine/feminine roles 

which "show a beautiful and self-sufficient figure which recalls the myth of the 

androgen" (1 32). Saint Sebastian was iconographically adopted by homosexuals not only 

because of the representation of a sensual young naked male but the "highly erotic 

content of the arrows which symbolize the double meaning of love instrument, sent by 
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the god Eros, and of a metaphor of phallic penetration" (133). Installed in the tradition 

of Mediterranean culture, these images of desire were deeply rooted in the artisùc 

tradition in Spain and c m  be found in the work of literary figures like Luis Cemuda and 

Juan Gil-Albert, amongst the most important ones who deeply Uitluenced homosexual 
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cultural pnctices. 

The film's fiauration of homosexual identities follows what Peter Brooks (1995) 

defines as one of the fundamental characteristics of the melodrarnatic mode: 



Nothing is spared because nothing is left unsaid; the charactea stand on 

stage and utter the unspeakable, give voice to their deepest feelings, 

drarnatize through their heightened and polarized words and gesnires the 

whole lesson of their relationship. They assume primary psychic roles, 

father, mother, child, and express basic psychic conditions. Life tends, in 

this fiction, toward ever more concentrated and totally expressive gestures 

and statements (4). 

A senes of homosexual types, apparently contradictory, are distributed amongst the 

charactrrs in the fih: the gay, the marica, the liberationist and the prostitute. Eduardo is 

the gay: a lovin~ son, respected employee, and devoted-platonic lover who pives up 

commercial sex for unconsummated but passionate romance. The maricas are Eduardo's 

friends, whom he neglects after meeting Miguel, and the performer in the club. The 

fnends mock Eduardo for his chaste devotion, claiming he must have become a socialist 

or a nun. Acting in a totally effeminate way, they are not too far fiom the stereotype 

exploited by the artist, Paco Espaiia, is his performance at the cabaret. Raul is the 

liberationist. His comments, trying to encourage Eduardo to join the collective struggle 

against the homosexual oppression, link hun with the beghnhg of the gay movement in 

Spain during those years. The prostitutes are presented as a social product of the capitalist 

modes of exploitation; exploited by capitalisrn, they exploit homosexuals. The film does 

not seem to be interested is passing judgment on these homosexual types but only in 

presenting the way society has conditioned their different positions. The narrative centers 



on the social stmggle of the homosexual and uses these types to reinforce a positive 

image. 

Another socio-cultural structure which strengthens the figuration of Eduardo as a 

positive image is the incompatibility between the traditional and the modem Spain. 

Eduardo's family is associated with a traditionai Spain where attitudes and values are 

rulrd by religion and hypocrisy. His mother is always in her bedroom with a crucif~x 

prorninently displayed on the wall behind her. On her deathbed she confesses to Eduardo 

that she always knew about his homosexuality but, as a good mother, needed to overlook 

it. Eduardo's brother reveals the same knowledge when he suggests to Eduardo to protect 

the farnily's honor by using his contacts with the police to discreetly solve any problem. 

At a time when the modemization of Spain was being debated, homosexuality is 

presented by the film as the representative of a modem and secular society. Elements of 

the mise-en-scène reinforce the respective associations by displaying the family flat 

crarnmed with religious icons and picmes, while Eduardo's apartment look modem and 

bctional  and his office is clearly dominated by a steel table and design gadgets. 

Heterosexual characters are presented as anchored in the ps t ,  unable to adapt to the 

modem times, while the homosexual characters are the only ones who have adapted to 

the new society. 

The pamphlet construction of the narrative becomes explicitly didactic in the 

scenes where the homosexual characters justi@ their behavior. For instance, Eduardo 

explains to Miguel that homosexuaiity is not an illness and that each penon has the nght 

to be as he or she really is. In another scene, when Miguel confiants Raul sayhg that he 

will not allow gay men to take advantage of his poverty, the latter urges hun to ''leam 



how to stniggle but not just against a marica who offers you 500 pesetas to sleep with 

hirn. nunk that you may be selling more important things than your ass and you haven't 

even realized that's what you're doing." in this dialogue, the liberationist hornosexual 

exposes the mistaken consciousness of the proletarian heterosexual and by extension of 

the film's viewer by placing homosexual prostitution within the context of capitalist 

exploitation. Later on, when Eduardo explains to Raul that he is tryuig to fom a kind of 

family with Miguel and Carmen and that by doing so, he will not be alone in his old age, 

Rad sadly comments that if Eduardo once merely bought boys' bodies, he now buys 

their lives. Raul expresses the politics of the emerging gay movement when he replies 

that he and his cornrades will not be alone either at the time of the stniggle and that it is 

useless to rely on individual efforts. Again the film does not pass judgrnent on either 

attitude but rnerely reflects the situation of gay politics at a time when dispanties existed 

between coming out politically or trying to adapt individually to socid  convention^.^ 

Homosexuality in the film, as Paul J. Smith (1992) suggests, is "presented both as 

a mimicry of the heterosexual, an attempt to recreate its structures, and as a deviation 

From it, a perversion of the natural order" (111). A mimicry because Eduardo tries to 

recreate the heterosexual model to maintain his relation with Miguel and Carmen but a 

deviation because this solution is contemplated as perverse by the heterosexual society 

which surrcunds them, hence precipitating the drama. Yet, the film subvens the initially 

apparent ideoiogical principle by presenting heterosexuality as the real perversion, 

grotesque and intransigent. Thus, Eduardo's niece and nephew are examples of extremist 

political positions pleading for violence to solve social problems, and Rosa is a 

"voracious man-eater" who is unfaithful to her husband, seducing tint Miguel and then 



Nes, to hilfill her sexual needs. Her seduction method, licking the cake off youth's 

mouths, becomes aven more grotesque with the use of shock cuts: from a close-up of her 

breast to a religious image on the wall when she is making love to Miguel and with the 

crosscutting between her sexual act with Nes and her washing his hair shown only with 

the soundtrack of the shampooing. Yet, the problem of the perverse is inextricably linked 

to the normal. In an interview with Tom& Delclos published at Mundo Deportivo 

(BarceIona), i 5 Febmary L 977. Eloy de la Iglesia clairns that 

The homosexual is a rnarginalized being, and will always be in a society 

of classes, because he maintains an unproductive sexual relation. That's 

why his gesture is revolutionary. It happens the sarne with adultery, free 

love, etc. They are forms of sexual exchange which not only move away 

from the established mode1 but also prevent the reproduction of the family 

nucleus, and for some, family is a political institution. 

Therefore, the decision to have a gay hero love a straight man is not a sign of fear in 

addressing a controvenial theme, but it becomes a subversive narrative by stressing the 

necessary coexistence of homosexuality and heterosexuality in the same social space, and 

under the same econornical and political laws. 

The almost impossible and tnuicated relationship between Eduardo and Miguel in 

H i d h  Pfeasures reveals more about the relation between gays and society in the Spain 

of that period than a reciprocal love affitir rnight have been. The open ending of the film 

sugjests that while a happy ending is required, it c m o t  be represented. As Paul Julian 



Smith (1992) argues, the h a 1  fieeze-hune of Eduardo smiling as he opens the door 

offen a double reading: 

if homosexuality is depicted (as it is in the film) as a disturbance in 

existing heterosexual relations, it will necessarily be doomed to failure; 

but if it is also a "democratic right" to "be as one really is" (as the film 

also proposes), then in the new Spain of' the transition homosexuals c m  no 

longer be punished for their sexual-object choice (113). 

As a gay teenager viewer in 1977, my response was, and still is, to create a happy 

ending. Interestingly, I had two di fferent finales, both quite satis factory for my fantasies. 

The first ending was absolutely clear: after Miguel outs Eduardo in the bank, he calms 

down and realizes that Eduardo is the only person who really loves him; Carmen 

disappean afier her father believes Rosa's lies and forbids Miguel to see her; if you really 

love somebody, you do not care what everybody else says. So, when the door rings, 1 

know that it is Miguel who, having reaiized what his hue feelings are, cornes back to 

Eduardo and they will live happily ever after. Nonetheless, a second ending was also 

plausible: the last time Raul is in Eduardo's apartment, he places their portraits together 

siyaling that he still loves him. M e r  Miguel disappears, Eduardo sees the portraits and 

realizes that he is also in love with Raul. So, when the door rings, 1 know that it is Raul 

who is standing on the other side and that they will live happily ever after. 

The open ending perhaps is not a "paradoxical result of a compromise formation 

between [melodramatic] genre and [Spanish] history" (Smith 1992, 143) but an option for 



the homosexual viewer, me, of choosing my own ending. If the heterosexual gaze has 

been elicited fiom the beginning to identiQ with a gay male gaze, the fieeze-fiame shot 

of Eduardo's smiling face, synonym of happiness, encourages the heterosexual viewer to 

construct a closure according to that image. The possibilities are not too many and they 

may be quite conditioned. Yet, in order to create a democratic Spain everybody must 

have the right to decide for themselves. 

THE DEPUTY 

(El Diputado, Eloy de la Iglesia, 1978) 

Roberto Orbea (José Sacristan) is a lawyer and a member of an illegal leftist party. While 

serving time in prison as a political prkoner, he has a hornosexual encounter with Nes 

(Angel Pardo), a Street hustler impnsoned on a morale charge. M e r  being released, 

Roberto confesses to Carmen (Maria Luisa San José), his wife and cornrade, what 

happened. Carmen, knowing that her husband had homosexual relations before their 

marriage, is sympathetic and understanding. Yet, Roberto continues having relations with 

young hustlers supplied by Nes. When his party is legalited, Roberto is elected deputy of 

Madrid. With Nes's help, a Fascist underground organization plans to blackmail Roberto 

by paying Juanito (José Luis Alonso), a young hustler, to seduce him. Juanito agrees but 

soon both men fa11 in love. Carmen discovers their relationship and decides to participate 

in it in order not to lose her husband. When the fascists discover that Juanito has 

disclosed their plan, they murder the youth in Roberto's apartment the ni&t before he is 

going to be elected as the leader of his Party. Roberto spends ail night driving around 



Madrid trying to decide what to do. The film ends with a freeze-hune of Roberto at the 

party congress singing "The International'' before addressing the delegates." 

The first sequence of the film situates the narrative as Roberto's flashback on the 

moming following Juanito's murder. While Roberto stops his car to look at a couple of 

poIicemen, his voice over States: "1 have nothhg to feu. I'm a legal politician, a 

democratic congressman, a representative of the people. And 1 am important despite 

being in the opposition. But there have been so many years operating clandestinely ..." 

The haunting expenence of oppression under Franco is depicted using a Brechtian mise- 

en-scène. Placed in undetemined but sinister bureaucratic settings, a series of civil 

servants read Roberto's police files while directly addressing the viewer; each reading 

alternates with a flashback on the particular event to illustrate the character's bioagaphy. 

Thsy recount that Roberto is Basque; the son of a famous fascist architect; the pupil of an 

ex-pro fessor purged b y the regime; an expelled university professor; and the de fending 

lawyer of ETA terronsts durhg their court martial. As Roberto imagines how he would 

defend himself, a similar montage recounts his homosexual history, explaining his sexual 

encounters as a student in the subway and in movie theatres as well as his first full 

homosexual relation during his military service. 

The different vignettes place Roberto's life within histoncally recognizable 

events, thus allowing the viewer to recognize the biographical trajectory of real rnembers 

of the Spanish left wing parties. Despite the pre-credits title, "al1 the characters and 

events in this film are tictitious. Any resernblance with reality is pure cohcidence," any 

viewer in 1978 could easily ident* reaI characten and events. Thus, the ex-professor 

c m  be recognized as Tiemo Galvan who had been expelled from the University of 



Madrid in the mid 1960s and was the founder of the PSP (Popular Socialist Party); the 

court martial relates to the Burgos Process in wbich five terrorists were condemned and 

executed three months before Franco's death; and in 1978 there were well known nunors 

of a bisexual deputy kom the PSP being blackrnailed. The recurring layering of narrative 

and history in the filrn links the fiction to the country's political acniality: Carrés, the 

leader of the fascist organization, looks suspiciously sirnilar to Blas Pi&, the leader of 

the u l ~ a  nght-wing group Fuena Nueva (New Force); the Argentinean fascist can be 

identified with Jorge Cesanky, an Argentinean joumalist detained in 1978 for his links 

with right-wing paramilitary organizations; Roberto is detained during the 

demonstrations against minister Fraga Iribarne in April 1976; there is archival footage of 

the king's speech during the opening of the first democratic Courts and of the 

celebrations during the legalization of the leftist parties; and we see images of real 

politicians likr Felipe Gonzilez, leader of the PSOE (Spanish Socialist Party) and Prime 

Minister Erom 1952 to 1996, Santiago Carrillo, leader of the PCE (Spanish Communist 
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Party), and Prime blinister Adolfo Suarez. 

The revelation of the main character's homosexuality at the begiming of the filrn 

positions the spectator to identify with the maricon, encouraging a double identification 

process. On the one hand, Roberto's use of the fint person narrative implicates the 

viewer as addressee of his story: "1 have the obligation and the right to explain myself to 

you, cornrades." On the other hand, the construction of the narrative as a flashback aligns 

the spectator with a gay male gaze, implicating the viewer in the visual economy of 

homosexual voyeurism and the eroticization of the male body. During his first encounter 

with Nes in the prison, there is a shot from Roberto's point of view showing how Nes 



caresses his naked body and genitals. At the gay orgy scene, the carnera tracks dong the 

room showing al1 the naked bodies until it stops on Juanito, who is receivhg fellatio. The 

canera holds a close-up on his face until he reaches orgasm. If in Hidden Pleuures the 

heterosexual gaze on the female body is constantly destabilized, in The Depuîy it is 

totally denied even during the scenes involving Roberto and Cannen. The scenes behveen 

the couple place their sexuality within the fiame of a hornosexual context. After Robeno 

explains his homosexual affair to Carmen, and they begin to kiss, there is a cut to a point 

of view shot of a phone booth with Roberto's voice over explaining how he began to 

contact Nes to get more boys. in the other scene where Roberto and Carmen kiss, the 

heterosexual gaze is again denied because Juanito is kissing both of them in a threesome. 

The relation between Roberto and Juanito is fully sexualized and becomes mutual. 

However, Roberto pays hustlers for sex and Juanito belongs to the proletarian class. The 

basis of homosexual desire is once again determined by capitalism and economic power. 

Nes and Juanito agee to help the fascists for fuiancial gain. Juanito explains to Roberto 

that he became a hustler when he saw how easy it was to make rnoney. When Roberto 

asks Nes why he betrayed him, Nes replies, "You found it easy to buy me; so did they." 

If the drama takes place, it is a consequence of society's intransigence and not of 

homosexual attitudes. Yet, The Depuy situates society's intransigence in direct relation 

to politics. 

Roberto's aparûnent becomes a metaphor for political and sexual clandestinity. 

The place had been used during Francoism for covert meetings of the Party and the 

production of political pamphlets. With the party Legalized, Roberto begins using the 

apartment for his clandestine sexuai encounten with Juanito. As Roberto explains later to 



Carmen, "1 still need this place for certain aspects of my life. 1 still need the secrecy." In 

some interviews, Eloy de la Iglesia critiques lefi-wing parties for postponing the defense 

of sexual fieedom and becorning accomplice of the conservative bourgeois ideology 

fearing a loss of popular support. For hM, sexual Eeedom is associated with the rest of 

the individual Ereedoms and cannot be partial and the parties are postponing it with the 
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excuse that there are more important issues that need to be addressed. Nonetheless, as 

political opposition flourished in Roberto's apartment in the past, the possibility for 

homosexual romance does it in the present. Using a functional mise-en-scène, the film 

presents the fint encounter of Roberto and Juanito by crosscutting between their faces 

and the posters of revolutionary leaders on the wall. A montage of al1 these posters is 

inserted when they go to the bedroom and begin to make love. It is in the apartment 

where Juanito begins to recognize his own homosexuality-when he asks Roberto for 

their first kiss-and where Carmen, after Roberto has revealed his affair to her, goes to 

meet both men, accepts the situation and suggests that Juanito could be their son. 

Paul Julian Smith (1992) considers stnkuig that "in spite of [the film's] 

'personalized' depiction of politics and its autobiographical narrative (complete with 

'intimate' voice-over), Roberto is never set up as a (pseudo-medical) case-history, and 

indeed never thinks to ask himself the cause of his homosexuality" (149). What Smith 

fails to see is that this cause was not questioned in Hidden PZeasures either. Eduardo is 

asexualized to create a positive and unthreatening hornosexuai for heterosexual viewers; 

he is an agent that facilitates the viewers' access to the world of hornosexuality. Now that 

Spanish society knows that a hornosexual is like everybody else but with a different 

sexual choice, or as de la Iglesia d e h e s  him, "a man who sleeps with men because he 



likes it and that's all" (Triunfo, Madrid, 14 Febmary 1979), Roberto is constnicted to 

plead for the democratic nghts of homosexuals. This plea motivates the layering of 

fiction and reality; of sex and politics. The pamphlet construction of the narrative 

becomes even more evident in nie Deputy than it was in Hidden Piemires through a 

strong reliance on melodramatic structures. Smith (1992) criticizes that the film relies on 

three narrative devices: schematic simplification, sentimentality and crude topicality 

(150). M a t  he fails to see is that those are the charactenstics of melodrama, as described 

by Peter Brooks (1995): 'Ue  world according to melodrama is built on an irreducible 

manichaeism, the conflict of good and evil as opposites not subject to compromise. . . . 

Polarization is not only a dramatic principle but the very means by which integal ethical 

conditions are identified and shaped, made clear and operative" (36). These "ethical 

conditions" are reinforced by the extreme and redundant tone which characterizes the 

pamphlet, allowing the narrative to be broken temporarily to let Roberto deliver what 

Smith (1 992) considers "unashamedly expository dialogue" (149) but which nonetheless 

articulates the film's didactic function. 

It is through these strategies that the film structures its political discourse to 

educate the viewer. Roberto and Juanito's relationship is didactic as well as sexual. When 

both men go camping Juanito comments that he always thought of leAists as worken 

without money but never as queer. Roberto remains silent but is shown in the next shot 

reading £iom a Marxist theory book to answer Juanito's earlier question: "the proletariat 

dictatorship that contradicts the role which Marx assigns to democracy, is not his 

invention. It arises fiom the most radical and social current of the Jacobean principle." 

Later on, in the apartment, Roberto explains to Juanito that the revoluhon proposed by 



the lefi has as its objective a just and fiee society in which everyone has the right to be 

kee and participate. Political and sexual rights are equated in the ideological education of 

Juanito. Roberto and Carmen take hirn to museums and teach him art, literature and 

socialism. During a Socialist rally in which Roberto is participating, Juanito raises his fist 

in the Communist salute and decides to join the Socialist Youth group. The process of 

acceptance of his own homosexuality and his love for Roberto takes place at the same 

time as his political education. This evolution towards a new conçciousness, summarized 

in Juanito's indoctrination into a new social order, is intended to parallel the viewers' 

education into a new ethical order. 

The narrative of The Deputy centen on the social stniggle of a positive 

homosexual figure and uses the other characters only as convenient agents to reinforce 

this model. Robeno is patient and understanding with Juanito's education; he is also an 

honest person, husband and politician who is ready to sacrifice his career and his 

marriage when the fascists S o m  him that they have captured Juanito. The use of José 

S a c r i s t a  and Maria Luisa San José in the roles of Roberto and Carmen allowed 

audiences to easily empathize with their characters because of the acton' association to 

representations of the ordinary Spaniard. In El Periodico (Barcelona), 5 November 1978, 

Luis Cantero defmes Sacristh as the actor %ho better knows how to perform the desires 

and hstrations of the common Spaniard." As 1 explained in Chapter 1, the popular 

knowledge and acceptance of both acton as representative of the middle class post-war 

youth had been established a few years before with their roles as a couple in The New 

Spanzards (Roberto Bodegas, 1974) and other films of the ThKd Way. Thus, their casting 



in The Deputy becomes an intelligent manoeuvre to subvert the viewen popular 

association of their characten to conventional heterosexual mariage. 

The stark ethical conflict between good and evil, structured by the melodramatic 

conventions, reaches its climax with the murder of Juanito. His transformation fiom 

hustler and enemy to lover and comrade heightens the theoretical claim of the pamphlet 

nmative. Roberto's possibilities to contribute to the construction of a democratic 

country, expressed during the film, are jeopardized by society's denial of fieedom. 

Drspite the possibilities of acquiring the new ethical values associated with a democratic 

society, the postponing of sexual freedom can only generate drarnatic consequences. 

Smith (1 992) argues that de la Iglesia "fails to examine the bourgeois sexual ideology of 

the left, as he does not show the party reacting to Roberto's declaration" (150). Yet, as in 

Hidden Pfeasures, nie Deputy gives viewen the option to choose their own ending. 

Roberto's final words are very explicit: "What decision c m  I make? For the moment, to 

tell you al1 comrades. Tell you the truth without hiding anythnp. The whole truth." His 
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address in voice over using the pronoun "you" directly involves the viewers, us. We are 

the comrades, the party. The film cannot show the party's reaction because we are the 

party. Over the &ozen image of Roberto, it is up to us to decide if we want to participate 

in the construction of a M y  democratic country. 



Hidden Pfeasures was initially banned without any official explmation and The 

Deputy was assigned the "S" classification. Before the legalization of pomography, the 

Film Board created the "S" category defined as "films in which content can hurt the 

sensibility of the viewer." It was strictly restricted for a public older than eighteen. This 

catepry became a mixed-bag for soft-core and films which were uncornfortable for the 

Board but they could not ban. Given these problems with censorship, the adverse 

reactions of the critics were not unexpected. De la Iglesia notes that "in those times the 

critique with most impact, the press, was in the hands of very reactionary people; there 

were cntics who were even censon. There was a huge distance, which doesn't erist 

today, benveen the daily and the specialized critic" (Aguilar and Llinis 1996, 127). 

Reading press files about both films obtained at the Spanish Filmoteca, 1 noticed that the 

relatively kind reviews for Hidden P/easures were mainly motivated by the critics' 

opposition to censonhip still in effect one year after the death of Franco. Their praise 

recognizes that it was the first Spanish film to deal Mth the marginalization of 

homosexuality and its consequences. The rest of the reviews on file display attacks, some 

of them quite homophobic, fiom ail sides of the political spectru.cn. in TeZe/eXpres 

(Barcelona), 23 March 1977, J.E. Lahosa accuses Hidden Pleusiires of sirnplicity, 

patemalism, having a lack of narrative, and trying to commercialize on its prohibition 

with a theme unrelated to fieedom of expression. On 27 January 1979, in his review of 

The Depuy for El Pau (Madrid), a newspaper of socialist affiliation, Fernando Trueba 

accuses the director of double senility: to a left militancy and a shameless and uncouth 

commerciaIism. He writes that no other Spanish director tolerates the grotesque and the 

ndiculous in order to sel1 his films, that the characten are inauthentic, the dialogue 



unintentionally comic and the aesthetics arnorphous. He concludes that de la Iglesia is not 

ody a bad director who never made even one good film, but also that nobody can believe 

that what he makes c m  be called cinema. Right-wing critics use the same language and 

make sirnilar arguments against the film. Ln ABC (Madrid), 9 Fabruary 1979, Pedro 

Crespo calls de la Iglesia's cinema ineffective as a pamphlet and comic as a melodrama 

due to its excessive and ludicrous exaltation of marggal homosexuals. In Pueblo 

(Madrid), 24 lanuary 1979, Tomh Garcia de la Puerta accuses his films of being "hiil of 

obscrne and repulsive scenes" and notes that the director shows the world of rnariconeria 

as if he had Lived it. 

The outrage over homosexuality voiced by critics entitles them to question the 

director's sexual preferences, as in some inteniews where he is asked why is he so 
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interested in homosexuality. it seems clear that what critics found threatening was "the 

unrnediated irruption of homosexual desire into the mass Form of commercial cinema" 

(Smith 1992, 132). This emergence of gay characters did not scare the public; on the 

contrary, the films did extremely well at the box office. Hidden Pleusures had a good 
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commercial run and The Deputy remained in some theatres for more than seven months. 

When shown for the fmt time on national television, on 15 November 1985, it broke al1 

records when it reached an audience of more than three million (Smith 1992, 145). 

The open ending of both films actively vindicate homosexuality's right to a 

future in democracy. The pamphlet construction of the films accounts for both 

heterosexual and homosexual audiences. For heterosexuals because the films are 

constmcted as an educational process designed io engage them with the world of 

homosexuality, overcoming their social prejudices and leaniing new ethic values and 



respect for each individual sexual choice. The emotional involvement sought by the film 

and the direct exposition of ideas forces them to take a stand without hiding behind the 

delusion of objectivity offered by other films. The freeze-frame images of Eduardo and 

Roberto, and especially Roberto's direct address, demanded fiom the heterosexual 

viewers to take a position whether by embracing their plea for acceptance, therefore 

becoming truly democratic, or refusing it, therefore aligning themselves to the right-wing 

anti-democratic reaction. For homosexuals, because after engaging us in a pleasurable 

visual economy of vo yeurism through the male characters' gaze, the parnp hlet 

construction exposed the dramatic consequences of remaining in the closet in a 

democratic society. After sneaking in to see both Hidden Pleasures and me Depuly a few 

times within a very shon period of t i r n e 4  saw Hidden Pieaszires four times in the same 

week when it played in a second class theatre and The Deputy twice-1 began to realize 

that remaining in the closet was no longer a solution for justiwng social repression 

anymore. In spite of only being fifteen at the time, 1 began to participate in some of the 

demonstrations organized by the main gay organizations-1 must confess that they 

always ended with a lively party on the street and that they were a good way to meet 

other people like me. Nevertheless, I understood that if we wanted to end the 

consequences of forty years of Francoist repression, we needed to engage ourselves 

actively in the democratic process vindicating, amongst other freedoms, the right to our 

own sexuality. Only in this way the future of dernocracy would be tmly possible. 



CONCLUSION 

The period of consensus in Spanish society culrninated with the national referendum 

celebrated on December 6,  1978 when the new Constitution was approved by a vast 

rnajori ty.jl Laura Des for mentions how this accomp lishrnent was celebrated in the media 

with expressions like "a n a v  beginning of democraq and national reconcifiation" and as 

an event that "opens the doors to convivencia, dialogue and respect for other persons" 

(Desfor 1998, 104-5, italics mine). Desfor observes that the successhl ratification of the 

Constitution represented reaggregation and the closing of the process of transition since 

the core symbols that had emerged dunng the transition became institutionalized (107). 

The passing from Francoism io democracy had been achieved, and from then on 

individuals were expected to behave in accordance with the noms and ethical standards 

of the new social state. 

The Spanish transition is outstanding for historical and political, as well as 

cultural reasons. Historically, because it is the first time in Spanish history that a 

parliamentary democracy has successfûlly worked. Politically, because the country was 

able to transform itself by using a strategy of consensus. Cultwally, because, in a critical 

period of destabilization where old institutionalized identities were refused, the new 

system of shared symbols that emerged enabled the construction of new democratic ones. 

.AS I mentioned in the introduction, cinema was a particularly important medium for this 

symbolic generalization. The films produced during the transition employed the new core 

of symbols in different ways and in different situations, but nevertheless created a strand 

of shared meaning in the representation of the old and new identities. As John Hopewell 



(1 99 1) recalls, "films, one felt, could incite the whole of a nation's consciousness" (120). 

[n Chapter 2 of this thesis, 1 have analyzed how the symbol of a new beginning 

-rneaning both the debut of democracy and of national reconciliation-is employed in 

To an Unhown God and Ocafia, Intermittent Portrait. Both fiims draw on viewers' 

knowledge and shared historical memory to present socio-political repression as the main 

cause for the Feelings of margindity that were embedded in Spaniards for forty yem.  

Even though the Civil War is never addressed, its consequences are strong determinants 

for the marginalization of the characters. Democracy is presented as the only lively 

alternative for the films' characters José and Ocaiia, and, by extension, for Spanish 

society. Their homosexuality emphasizes their marginalization and is used as a stntegy 

to reinsert the history of gay men and gay culture within, and as a constitutive part of, a 

re-imagined national comrnunity. 

In Chapter 3, 1 have examined how in Se-x Change and 7ke Transsaual 

transsexualism can be read as a metaphor for the process towards a democratic society 

where former stable identities are shattered. halyzing the melodramatic narrative and 

following the discourse of the transsexual as a categury crisis, the films cnticize the 

notion of essentialism established by Francoist society presenting how identities are 

socially constnicted and how the legacy of the dictatorship's repression is still 

intemalized within a supposedly hyperliberated Spain. Both films present how only a full 

acceptance of al1 foms  of sexuaiity can bring convivencia-meaning literally living with 

others and c o ~ o t i n g  also peace and tolerance-in a democratic society. 

The symbolic meanings of dernocracy and their implicit dichotomies-popular 

autonorny / authoritarianim, dialogue and compromise / co*ontation and dernagogy, 



modernization 1 tradi tion-that appeared during the transition are addressed directly in 

Hidden Pleaszues and The Depury as I have discussed in Chapter 4. Both films present 

homosexuality in an open and politicized manner. Eloy de la Iglesia applies the narrative 

structures of a pamphlet to confkont the audience with a directly vindicative claim about 

the situation of the homosexuals in society. Melodrarna is used as a cornmon groound for 

the viewer to understand the characters, yet de la Iglesia subverts the gender of the main 

characters, transforming them into homosexuals, and leaves an open ending which forces 

viewers to question their own ideology. 

The emergence in the public discourse of a gay reality allowed for its 

incorporation-and vindication-into the cinema. The films analyzed here becarne a site 

where people established, defined and interpreted new social identities. Yet, if the 

experirnce of watching a film is a process, the meanings generated are the result of an 

interaction between a subject and a text. ln this way, each spectator's experience will be 

unique. However, as social subjects sharing the sarne socio-historical context, the 

spectators' experiences will also have points of commonality. in this thesis, 1 have shown 

how the six films discussed incorporate the core symbols of the transition shared by 

society into their representation of gay identities to create and deconstruct cultural codes 

in relation to established discourses of national identity and nationhood. Bringing my 

persona1 expenence into the analysis, 1 have t ied to offer a specific example of how the 

stmggle expressed by the characten in the films echoed the development of Spanish gay 

identity, both on a pnvate and public level. 

As 1 mentioned in the introduction of diis thesis, my analysis is only a sampling of 

the work produced durin3 that period. Due to space constrains, 1 decided not to include 



two films which also present homosexuality as their main theme. In Clear Motives of 

Desire (Los claros motivos del deseo, Miguel Picazo, 1976), the dramatic coming-of-age 

story of a young woman, her homosexual brother and their mutual boyfi5end pomys a 

realistic and penetrating anaiysis into the sexual fnistrations of teenage life in Spanish 

society during the last years of ~ r a n c o i s m . ~ ~  The film presents the risks and disastrous 

consequences of sexual repression for the new generation of Spaniards, no matter their 

sexual orientation. Sexual repression is used as a dramatic catalyst to critique prevalent 

social patterns and to promote the necessity of a new beginning and convivencia in the 

emergent democratic society. 

A Man named Aufrimn Flower (Un hombre llamado Flor de Otorio, Pedro Olea, 

1977) fictionalizes the true story of Luis de Serracant (José Sacristan), a bourgeois lawyer 

who defends union workers and anarchists during the day, but becomes the transvestite 

perforrner "Autumn Flower" at night. Even though it is set during General Primo de 

Rivera's dictatonhip in the 1920s, the film can be read in contemporary terms because of 

the way it deals with the politics of national and homosexual identities. The film presents 

the figure of the transvestite as a category cnsis to criticize socially accepted notions of 

identity as a stable category. The use of a real-life character vindicates the historical role 

of homosexuals in the fight for a democratic Spain and reinserts them into the national 

comrnunity. 

There is, still, a lot of work to be done on gay representation in Spanish cinema. 

The films produced during Franco's dictatorship, particularly the folklore rnusicals, are 

excellent vehicles for queer readings. Gay male audiences were keen consumers of the 

folklore genre. Folklonc films, their stars and their songs became, and still are, an 



important part of Spanish camp culture. JO Labanyi (1997) notes how "the early Francoist 

folklbrica has in recent years enjoyed a revival with Spanish gay audiences because of its 

camp exposure of the constxuctedness of gender roles" (230). The restrained 

representatiow of sexuality in those conspicuously innocent films offer immense 

possibilities for studying how gay audiences were able to constnict subversive readings. 

For example, 1 am currently workùig on the f i h s  of Sara Montiel, the most farnous 

actress-singer in Spain in the 1960s. Paying special attention to issues of character 

representation and performance, I analyze how her star persona encourages heterosexual 

as well as homosexual identification. 

Another area that deserves closer analysis is the explosion of soft-core pom films 

during the transition. Afier the disappearance of censorship in 1977 and with the 

increasing vindication for sexual freedom in Spanish society, some filmmalcers began to 

produce films overtly dealing with sexuality in an effort to compete with the erotic 

foreign films being distributed in the country. Yet, the Spanish films represent 

hererosexuality and lesbianism for heterosexual viewen oniy. The presence of supponing 

gay charactee is merely a narrative justification for the sexual appetite of neglected 

women. Nonetheless, it would be interesthg to study how the films articulate gender 

relations and power in regard to the new democratic socio-cultural discourses circulating 

in the country. Another question raised by these films is their reception by gay audiences. 

In other words, how these films can be read in terms of pleasure elicited by the sight of 

male naked bodies. 

To truly understand the homosexual paradox presented in 1980s Spanish cinema, 

a more extended knowledge of gay history and gay representation is needed. During that 



decade, the Socialist goverment-in power since 1982-promoted an official ideology 

of so-called libertarianism. Impeccable anti-discrimination clauses were written into the 

constitutions of the new autonomous geographical regioos. Yet, while in Anglophone 

countnes the lesbian and gay community continued to provide an example of a visible 

and viable public sphere fiercely cntical of the establishment, in Spain the majonty of the 

community moved away fiom political vindications, clairning that they did not suffer the 

burden of governmental hostility. Consequently, the creative explosion brought by the 

films that 1 have discussed in this thesis, with its (re)construction and vindication of 

hornosexual identities, did not matenalize again. Only a handhl of films dealt with 

homosexuality in the 1980s. Most notable are the documentary Dressed in Blue (Vestida 

de h i l ,  Antonio Gimenez Rico, 1983), about the life of a group of transvestites, and the 

feature iblikel 'r Death (La Muerte de Mikel, han01 Uribe, 1984), the story of a Basque 

left-wing militant who cornes out of the closet and dies under mysterious and 

unexplained circurnstances. 

Pedro Almodovar deserves special attention in the history of gay representation in 

Spanish cinema. His cinema is inextricably indebted to the films 1 have discussed because 

they opened the way for his emergence and success as a director and for the commercial 

and cultural significance of his films. Almodovar's work signalled the end of the 

transition. The lack of references to Franco and the past in his filxns indicates a definitive 

break with a dictatorship that no longer needed to be recalled in order to explain the 

present. Moreover, the narrative of almost al1 his films in the 1980s normalizes 

homosexuality. Earlier films like Pepi, Luci, Born and Other Girls Like Mom (Pepi, Luci, 

Born y otras chicas del month,  1980), Labyrinth of Passions (Labennto de pasiones, 



1982) and Dark Habits (Entre tznieblas, 1983) present narratives populated by gay and 

lesbian characters, revealing an open pleasure in camp kitsch and homoerotic fantasies. 

Yet, in his only feature to centre on a gay male relationship, Law of Desire (La ley del 

cieseo, 1987), "one never has the sense that the characters' homosexuaiity in and of itself 

is the main subject" (David Leavitt, quoted in Smith 1992, 165). Almodovar has 

repeatedly denied that this is a film about homosexuality, insisting that it is purely 

incidental that the main characten are gay (Smith 1992, 165). Almodovar's claims relate 

directly to a carehlly self-constnicted identity. Even though his homosexuality is widely 

known and accepted, he has never declared it publicly. His public persona is consistent 

with the Spanish official ideology of liberiarianism, an ideology that can be best 

described as containing and neutralizing the variety of sexual options celebnted in 

Almodovar's films. 

Ocana's death-the real-life character of Ocafia, fnrermittent Portrait-can be 

used as a metaphor to establish the relevance on Spanish society of the films of the 1970s 

that 1 have discussed, and on those produced in the next decade. Ocaiia died duhg the 

1 985 carnival celebrated in the village of his birth, Santillana, as a consequence of third 

drgee  bums when his paper costume caught fire. His death represents, in a sense, the 

death of the possibilities that the films analyzed in this thesis offered to homosexuals 

dunng the transition. However, Ocaiia died while dressed as a Sun. Thus, his cosnime 

represents, in another sense, a metaphor for these films that shone with such intensity that 

they enlightened society and, consequently, opened the way for the meaningful changes 

that followed. Penonally, 1 prefer the second interpretation. As a teenager, these films 

were an important step towards an awareness and acceptance of my own sexuality. 



During the 1980s, 1 learned to accept myself and to constmct my penonality according to 

my own decisions. Maybe the rest of society did the same. If so, it would explain why 

David Leavitt suggests in regard to Law of Desire that "the characters in the fiim live, 

like Almodovar, in an atmosphere in which homosexuality is so taken for granted that the 

choice between making a film with homosexual or heterosexual protagonists becomes a 

purely artistic one" (Smith 1992, 165). A lot of work remains to be done, by me and by 

others, to find out which of the two interpretations of the rneaning of Ocaiia's death is the 

most appropriate. 1 hope that in this thesis 1 have provided a starting point for 

understanding the significance of gay representations in the history of contemporary 

Spanish cinema. 



NOTES 

Introduction 

' Unless otherwise noted, al1 translations fkom the Spanish are my own. 

' Other films included in the New Queer Cinema movement are: Paris is Burning (Jennie 

Livingstone, 1 !NO), Tongiies Untied (Marion Riggs, 1 !NO), Edivard II (Derek Jarman, 

199 1); Young Solil Rebeis (Isaac Julien, 199 1) and nie Hours and Times (Christopher 

Munch, 1992) 

Chapter 1 - The Transition Years 

j 
For a detailed analysis of the first nvo years of the transition and the role of the 

monarchy, the Catholic Church, Europe and the United States see Alba (1978), 751-84. 

' For an analysis and explanation of the political and economic measures undertaken 

during this period and their relation to foreign policies see arnong others: Carr and Fusi 

(1 979); Maravall(1982); and Preston (1989). 

5 
Spain officially declared its wish to join the European Community in 1962. 

6 
A great economic scandal, known as the "Matesa affair*, which implicated some 

ministers, forced Franco to restnichm the whole government. The new one was 

composed in its entirety by members of the Opus-Dei. FVhile the rest of Europe was 

living a total opening up and freedom, Spain moved back to the spirit of the 1940s. 
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7 
"Behveen 1955 and 1975,6 million Spaniards-20 per cent of the population-changed 

provinces. Two million migrated to Madrid and 1,800,000 to Barcelona. (Moreover, it 

should be remembered that in that period nearly 1,500,000 Spaniards emigrated to Europe 

in search of work.) . . . The number of cities with populations of over 100,000 rose fiom 

hventy in 1960 to forty in 1975" (Riquer 1995,263). 

Y 
Only the United States had a greater number of cinerna seats per capita. See Carr and 

Fusi (1979), L 19. 

9 
In Bahia de Palma (Juan Bosch, 1962) Elke Sommer wore the first bikini seen on a 

public screen in Spain. 

Ir)  

Querejeta punued this project well into the 1980s. He produced al1 Carlos Saura's films 

from The Hunt (La caza, 1965) to Sweer Howrs (Dtrlces horas, 1981), the fint three films 

by Victor Erice, al1 Montxo Amendariz's films, and some of the films by Francisco 

Regueiro, Ricardo Franco, and Manuel Gutiérrez Aragon among others. He also produced 

Jaime C havarri's second feature Disenchanment (El desencanto, 1976). 

I I  
Dictablandn is a pun terni for dictadura (dictatonhip): dura means hard while bianda 

m e a s  soR. 

I !  
If only 1 per cent of Spanish homes had a television set in 1960, 90 per cent of 

Spaniards were watching it in 1970. Attendance to cinemas declined from 400 million 

spectators in 1965 to 273 million in 1974. The number of cinemas dropped fkom 9,029 

theatres in 1966 to 5,178 in 1975. See Carr and Fusi (1979), 128-9. 
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13 
The sexual innuendo is reflected in titles me n e  clpartment of Temptatiow (El 

apartarnento de las tentaciones, J. Buchs, 1971), What a Wedding Night. Girls! (Qué 

nochr de bodas, chicas!, F. Merino, 1972), Manolo la nuit (M. Ozores, 1973) and The 

Blue Begins in the Pyrenees (Lo verde empieza en los Pirineos, V. Escrivii, 1973). 

14 
More than fourteen filrnrnakers directed theu k t  feature between 1976-77. 

15 
Saura directed Elisa. hly Love (Elisa, vida mia, L977), Blindfolded Eyes (Los ojos 

verldudos, 1 978) and Mama Tirrns 100 (Murna nirnpie 100 anos, 1979) in his well known 

allejoncal style until his change to a realist aesthetic with Hurry Up, Hiirry Up (Deprisa, 

deprisa, 1980) and the b e g i ~ i n g  of his "musical" trilogy with Blood Wedding (Bodas de 

sangre. 1951); Borau only directrd The Sabina (La sabina, 1979); and Erice did not 

direct any film until The South (El sur) in 1983. 

16 
Documentaries around Franco's persona included also Race. The Spirit of Franco 

(Rniu. el espiritu de Franco, Gonzalo Herralde, 1977). Other documentaries about the 

Republican Front were @%y did CYe Lose the FVar (Pur gué perdimos la sierra, Galindo 

y Santillin, 1977), and Dolores (José Luis Garcia Siinchez and Andrés Linares, 1980). 

Priests Nigltt (Noche de aires, Carlos Morales, 1978) is another documentary dealing 

with the mirage of Francoist ideals. 

I - 
The govemment created the Noticiario Cinematogrcifico EspaZol, popularly known as 

No-Do, in 1942. It had exclusivity of production and obligatory exhibition in ail national 

movie theatres until 1975. 

( 3  
Also released were political films like To Die in Madrid (Mourir à Madrid, Frederic 

Rossi f, 1 96 5 )  and The Great Dictaror (Charles Chaplin, 1 940) 
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19 
For a more detailed description see Aliaga (1997), 28-33. 

20 
This Law dehed  "homosexual acts" as "al1 which include active or passive perineal 

carnal intercourse between persons of the same sex and al1 oral onanism 'in vase 

praepostero vel in buca', as well as masturbation and lascivious fondling of any kind" 

(Aliaga 1997,29). 

2 I 
The publication of a bulletin called AGHOIS (Homophile Group for Sexual Equality) 

began in 1972. 

7 7  - - 
The concept of "homosexua1 acts" was withdrawn from the Social Danger and 

Rehabilitation Law in the Constitution of 1978. 

'3 
With a script written by dancer Alfiedo Alaria, the film is a quite surprising musical 

extravaganza for its time. A young man, orphaned by his mother, lives with his father 

who has given him an exaggerated fieedom. Surrounded by a bourgeois family, the youth 

lives in a world of fantasy and reacts violently when the unpleasant face of iife appean. 

His father knows that his son is different and that those reactions are only mere defenses 

against anything which hurts him. Aithough the film does not contain any openly sexual 

comment, it contains some sequences which do not leave any doubt as to the sexual 

preferences of the main character. In one scene, he openly stares at the bare arms of a 

construction worker. During a sequence in a library, the carnera slowly tracks along the 

spines of books whose authon were al1 gay. It seems that the censors did not undentand 

these details because the fih was approved without any problem. 
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24 
The newspaper El pais (Madrid) published a s w e y  entitled "El 50% de los espaiioles 

Cree 'condenable' la homosexualidad" in 1989. Cited in Garcia and Maldonado (1989), 

63. 

Chapter 2 - A New Beginning: Revisiting the Past 

" Production: EIias Querejeta, PC; Producer: Primitive ~ i v a r o ;  Screenplay: Elias 

Querejeta and Jaime Chavami; Director of Photogruphy: Teo Escarnilla; Editor: Pablo G. 

dei h o ;  1Cl~lsic: Luis de Pablo; Cast: Hector Alteno, Margarita Mis, Xabier Elorriasa, 

Maria Rosa Salgado, Angela Molina, Mirta Miller, Rosa Valenti, Mercedes San Pietro, 

Emilio Siegrist, José Joaquin Boza; Duration: 99 min.; Released: 3 November 1977. 

2b 
For a detailed cornparison of the three films see Kinder (1983). 

l7 Rrferences are to page and Iine. 

" Producfion : P.C. Teide / Prozesa; Producer: Iosep M. Fom; Director of Photography: 

Lucho Poirot; Editor: Emilio Rodriguez and Valena Sarmiento; Music: Aureli Vila; Cust: 

José Luis Ocaiia; Duration: 80 min.; Reieaed: 23 May 1978. 

"> Although deeply rooted in Spanish tradition, the Francoist government banned the 

celebration of carnivals until the early 1960s. 

'O Despite being illzgal, the Front d'Alliberament Gai de Catalunya was publicly 

recognized by the press and some of the political parties. Its public participation in 
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political rallies and other public events lead to its legalization in 1981. For a more 

detailed history of the Catalonian gay rnovement see Barranco (2000). 

Chrpter 3 - Convivencia: Transforming the Present 

" For a more detailed discussion of the use of sexually explicit material as one way to 

solve the economic cnsis of the Spanish film industry see Hopewell (1989), 281-300 and 

Caparrbs (1 9E) ,  1 13- L63. 

'' Prodzîcrion: Impala S.A. / Morgana Films S.A.; Prodîcer: Jaime Femindez-Cid; 

Screenplay: Joaquin Jorda and Vicente Aranda; Director of Photograpliy: Nestor 

Almendros; Editor: Ricardo Miralles; hfusic: Maricel; Cast: Victoria Abd, Lou Castel, 

Fernando Sancho, Rafaela Aparicio, Montserrat Carulla, Daniel Martin, Maria Elias, Bibi 

Andersen, Rosa Morata, Mario Gas; Duration: 104 min.; Released: 15 May 1977. 

3 3 
For an extended discussion of the uses of rnelodrarna see Brooks (1976), especially 

11-55. 

34 
M i l e  "bull's ball" (cojh de tom) was a very common expression meaning "macho 

attitude", in the narrative it acquires a double meaning when we realize that the father, 

who remains nameless throughout the film, is addressed by some characters as "bou" 

(bull). Despite being a very common Catdonian last name, it is never explained whether 

it acnially is his last name or a nicknarne. 
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3 5 
These radio progams were dedicated exclusively to female audiences and dealt with 

their issues offenng solutions ranging fiorn their daily problems to their most extreme 

situations fiom a very reactionary position. The clearest example of their ideological 

message and doubtful position was unmasked a few years ago when it was revealed that 

the answers given by "Mn. Francis", a favorite program for more than forry yean, were 

in fact ~vritten by a man. 

3b 

See also Enric Ripoli-Freixes, "Un tema que deixa d'ésser tabu," Awti (Barcelona), 7 

luly 1977. 

j i  

For a more detailed description of women's resistance using popular culture, especially 

songs, dunng the dictatorship, see Graham (1993). 

3s 
Even though Aranda opted for a happy ending to make the film more engaging for 

audiences, the initial script did no include one: "1 would have liked to end without the 

'repentance' of the character. 1 would have preferred to show what he really was, an 

exploiter of circus keaks" (Alvares and Fnas 199 1, 1 10). 

'' Prodtrction : Laro Films, S.A.; Producer: Ricardo Menno; Screenplay: Juan José Porto, 

Iacinto Molina and Antonio Fos; Director of Photuplphy: Polo Vilaseiior; Editor: José 

Luis Pelaez; Music: Carlos Montero; Cari: Agata Lys, Vicente Parra, Paul Naschy, 

Sandra Alberti, Eva Robin, Yeda Brown; Duration: 88 min.; Released: October 1977. 
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Chapter 1 - Viodicating Democracy: Melodrama as Pamphlet 

JO De la Iglesia's films have had the dubious honor of holding the record for the most cuts 

and alterations imposed on a film before being authonzed for exhibition. Cannibal Man 

received 62 cuts and Gomes of Forbidden Love had its dialogues totally changed plus 

some scenes cut. For a more detailed account see Torreko (1996)- 2 1-25. 

'' Production: Aiborada P.C.; Producer: Oscar Guarido; Screenplay: Rafael Siinchez 

Campoy, Eloy de la Iglesia and Gonzalo Goicoechea; Director of Photogruphy: Carlos 

S uirez; Editor: JosS Luis Matesanz; ikltuic: Carme10 Bemao la; Cast: S imon Andreu, 

Charo Lopez, Tony Fuentes, Beatriz Rossat, Ange1 Pardo, Josele Romin, Queta Claver, 

Germin Cobos; Duration: 97 min.; Released: 2 1 March 1 977. 

42 
The homosexual erotic symbology of Saint Sebastian is explicitly elaborated in Derek 

Jarman's Sebastiane (1 9'16). 

43 
For an account of the evolution and influence of the ephebe image in European and 

especially in Spanish homosexuai culture see Cortés (1997)' 13 1-14. 

U For an account of the beginning of the gay rnovement in Spain and its problems see 

Guasch (1 9953, Aliaga (1997), Cortés (1997) and Barranco (2000). 

45 Production: Figaro Films / UFESA / PROZESA; Producer: Carlos Orengo; 

Screenplay: E 10 y de la Iglesia and Gonzalo Goicoec hea; Director of Photogruphy : 

Antonio Cuevas; Editor: Julio Peiia; Music: different authors; Cmt: José Sacnstin, iMaria 
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Luisa San José, José Luis Alonso, Enrique Viv6, Agustin Gonzalez, Queta Claver, Angel 

Pardo, Juan Antono Bardem; Duration: 116 min.; Released: 20 October 1978. 

46 
Some of the reviews of the film note the similarities with real events and a few of them 

include some of the narnes. See Tele/eXpres (Barcelona), 20 October, 1978, and La caZ2e 

(Madrid), 5 Febmary, 1979. 

47 
As examples of his opinions see interviews in La Vangtiardia (Barcelona), 24 October 

1975 and Avzli (Barcelona), 9 Novernber 1978. 

48 
The English subtitles diston the intended meaning by changing the pronoun "you" for 

"them." thus makin; it less direct. 

49 

As an example see the interview with Monty Padura in Caralunyu Erpres (Barcelona), 

19 October 1977. 

50 
The film made 120 million pesetas ($1.1 million) in box office. See Tele/eXpres 

(Barcelona), 20 October 1978. 

Conclusion 

" "Nearly 68 percent of al1 cligible voten participated in the referendum and only 7.8 

percent rejected the Constitution" (Des for 1998, 104). 

'' Even though 1 was the same age as the main characten when this film opened, which 

makes it a great exarnple to be included in ths  thesis, the film is currently unavailable 

and 1 could not find any copy on video. 
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